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Multifunctionality can be provided by processing
power, software and storage contained in a multi-
function workstation, or by unintelligent terminals
accessing remote processing and storage facilities.
Products that contain both local and remotefacili-
ties are also available. Multifunction applications
may be specific ♥ when they perform particular
systems-related procedures; or they may be general
purpose ♥ whentheyare used to assist staff in their
general administrative work. Experience with multi-
function products is currently limited, and many
usersarestill at the pilot trial stage of development.
Manyof these pilot trials have been inconclusive,
leading organisations to seriously question the role
of multifunction products.
The purpose of this report is to guide Foundation
membersin the use of multifunction products. In
doing this we have drawn uponuser experience to
date, our predictions of future developments in multi-
function products, and researchinto the opportuni-
ties for multifunctionality.
The report concludesthat there are genuine oppor-
tunities for using multifunction products, but that an
ill-considered approach in early installations will
inhibit the achievement of real benefits.
The team that researched and authored this report
was:
John Daly: a consultant with Butler Cox specialis-
ing in telecommunications and network design. He
has conducted surveys to establish the market
potential for communications products involving both
users and manufacturers.
Neil Farmer: a consultant with Butler Cox specialis-
ing in office automation studies. He has installed
multifunction office products and has worked on a
majoroffice systems multiclient project, as well as
carrying out manystudiesin the office systemsfield.
Fred Heys:a consultant with Butler Cox responsible
for all studies carried out for equipment and service
suppliers. He has extensive experiencein the data
communications and office automation fields.
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The advent of multifunction office workstations ♥
terminals handling text, data, voice and imagesin
an integrated way ♥ is proving to be a much slower
process than was envisaged only a few years ago.
Such workstations are not yet in widespread com-
mercial use, though in theory they would appear to
offer significant benefits to users in flexibility and
convenience.In many respects what the manufac-
turers are offering does not match the real needs
of the user.
The starting point in the arguments for multifunction
equipment is the fact that, with few exceptions,
office workers tend to perform not one task but
many. Attempts to increase productivity by auto-
mating or otherwise improving only oneof the tasks
♥ whetherfor managers, professionals, secretaries
or other clerical staff ♥ can have only a limited
impact.
Compared with the use of single-function products
to achieve the sameoverall purpose, multifunction
terminals are in principle more compact, less expen-
sive and more convenient. On the other hand they
are more complex to use and, if they break down,
the consequences are more serious.
Multifunction equipment appears well suited to a
range of types of office work which apply to many
organisations: clerical transactions, clerical case-
work, professional analysis, engineering, project
management, general management, secretarial
work and document preparation. But, as chapter 1
of the report goes on to emphasise, effectiveness
of use in practice will depend heavily on comprehen-
sive, user-friendly software.
Against this background, the actual experience☂ of
organisations which have attempted to introduce
multifunction systems in various ways is reviewed
in chapter 4. A numberof general lessons for man-
agement emerge. Slow growth in the use of multi-
function office products is accounted for by three
main causes: thedifficulty of cost-justification, the
high cost of products, and the lack of maturity in the
products.
There is evidence that suppliers have tended to

☁The Butler CoxFoundation
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design terminals with more functions than are
needed by most users, and hence the available
machines are unnecessarily expensive. Users☂
experience showsalso that it is not sufficient to
implement systems which provide a general set of
office tools; an organisation☂s specific requirements
and current practices should be investigatedfully
before deciding which products are appropriate.
Mostof the organisations we interviewed found that
current products failed to match their particular
needs. Suppliers had expended mucheffort on the
ergonomics of terminal design, but had failed to
ensure that their products addressed the real needs
of the users. Until both sides gain a fuller understand-
ing of office automation, users should adopt ap-
proacheswhichoffer flexibility and a low-cost entry
level.
Though organisations mayfindit difficult to cost-justify
their multifunction systems, they should nevertheless
specify clear objectives and monitor the effects of
change. We weresurprised to note in our research ,
a general neglect of these key factors.
The self-contained multifunction workstation repre-
sents only one approach to multifunction systems.
Twoother system architectures are possible: a multi-
function network consisting of terminals and pro-
cessorslinked by a local area network; and a system
based on dumbterminals connected to a shared mini-
computer. In practice, there can be considerable
overlap between these three approaches.
Technicaldetails of the various architectures are in-
cluded in the product technology discussion in
chapter 2. Designers have concentrated mucheffort
oninput techniquesfor the multifunction products; the
use of keyboards could be a problem for middle and
senior managers, for example. Other possible input
methods include handwriting, voice, screen input,
hand control and image input; each of these has both
advantages and disadvantages. For output, almostall
users will require both a visual display and hard copy
for data, text and graphics. Voice output will be
appropriate in certain applications. Different degrees
of physical, logical and functional integration are
possible: users should bewareof the term ☁☜☁integra-
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ted☂ without precise definition.
Multifunction products on the market today (chapter
8) are evolving from six directions ♥ from telephones,
from data terminals, from shared computers, from
personal computers, from local area networks, and
as specifically designed multifunction products. A
wide spectrum of products, confusing to the user in
its variety, is available.
How will the marketplace and the use of multifunc-
tion methods develop? Will the present mismatch get
worse or better? We look atlikely future trends in
chapter 5, and see the introduction of multifunction
systems being driven by two main factors: user
demand,andthefall in price of personal computers.
We expect personal computers to become widely
used as multifunction devices, and the main immedi-
ate need of the marketplace to be for relatively simple
products with growth potential.

Suppliers☂ strategies will reflect their various back-
grounds (as manufacturers of mainframe/mini com-
puters, terminals, office terminals, personal com-
puters, telecommunications products,or local area
networks). They will converge to give a commonset
of features:
♥Eachuserwill have processing power immediately

available at the terminal.
♥Eachterminalwill be able to communicate with

other terminals.
♥Each terminal will have access to shared

resources such as powerful processors,largefiles
and quality printers.

♥Thedesign of the terminal will differ according to
the needs of the individual.

These features lead us to suggest that six distinct
families of products (see chapter 5) will emerge.
As products mature in the future, the match between
whatsuppliers offer and what users needwill improve.
But what should managers do today? Key issues are
identified in chapter 6 of the report. At the present
time, multifunction products may make sensein four
main situations:
♥Natural extensions to existing data processing

systems whereindividual users need newfacilities.
♥Specific new applicationsfor individual users who,

for example, need to incorporate computer data
in various documents.

♥Very specific applications where groups of people
need to communicate (data and text) to serve a
common, well-defined purpose.

♥Systemsto improve generaloffice efficiency across
one or more departments of an organisation.

In terms of implementing multifunction systems, we
favour an approach based on personal computerter-
minals linked together by a local area network. Termi-
nals and softwareare relatively inexpensive; expen-
sive devices can be shared; no largeinitial investment
in central resourcesis required; and users have consi-
derable autonomyin using the system. Weattach low
priority to the use of sophisticated multifunction work-
stations such as the Xerox Star or Apple Lisa.

To be successful, multifunction products need to
address specific user requirements rather than pro-
vide general purpose office tools. This implies that
each productwill need a certain amount of adapta-
tion to meet individual needs, butthis will involve less
effort than traditionally has been the case in develop-
ing data processing applications. Most multifunction
application software will be based on easily adaptable
packages.

Managementservicesstaff will need to provide some
technical support to users, however, together with
interfaces between multifunction systems and exist-
ing data processing systems. They will also need to
train and educate end users in multifunction theory
and practice. Indeed, management services groups
have a wide andsignificant role to play in providing
the right environment in which organisations can
make the best use of multifunction products.
At present, many organisations are wasting time and
moneyon poorly conceivedtrials of multifunction pro-
ducts. Each application should have well defined
objectives against which performance can be meas-
ured. We foresee a gradualintroduction of multifunc-
tion products-over the next two or three years, with
this process gaining momentum as user experiencegrows.
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In December 1977, Foundation Report No. 4 ♥
Trendsin Office Automation Technologies ♥ predic-
ted that ☁☁within perhapsfour or five yearsit is likely
that the first truly multifunction office workstationswill
becomeavailable .. . They will be integrated systems
incorporating the complete range of text, voice,
numeric and image services...☝☂. This prediction has
provedto be optimistic. Although some progress has
been made in developing products that combine
various media, multifunction workstations are not yet
in widespread commercial use.

The conceptthat multifunction workstations are the
key to ☁the office of the future☂ is, nevertheless, still
widely held. Office system vendors are selling various
combinations of facilities and almost all terminals,
however simple, are now being promoted as ☁work-
stations☂. Some market forecasters arestill predict-
ing large sales of workstations over the next five
years. This implies that little has changed since
December 1977 exceptthat the timeframe in which
multifunction workstations will become widely used
has been moved forward byfive years. But is the
multifunction workstation concept valid, or may we
be in a similar position again in another five years
time? What are the factors that have hindered the
spread of multifunction workstations, and are they a
permanentfeature of the office systems environment?

Purpose and intended readership
Office systems are becoming increasingly important
to Foundation members. Pressures from end users
demanding cheap microcomputers, together with
pressures from vendors (and government depart-
ments) promoting various stand alone, semi-integra-
ted and integrated products present the information
systems manager with an ever increasing amountof
conflicting advice. Is the multifunction workstation the
right approachand,if so, what should we do about
it? How far does the integration of office functions
imply complete physical integration within a terminal?
How can multifunction workstations bejustified when
compared with alternative approaches? Will pricesfall
significantly? How do multifunction workstationsfit
into the office environment,and whatare the implica-
tions for office communication networks? Do stan-
dards needto beset, or will communication protocol
conversion be required at the terminal or in the
network?

The purpose of this Foundation reportis to provide

The Butler Cox Foundation
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someof the answersto these wide-ranging questions.

The report is intended primarily for those who are
responsible for planning and implementing office
systems. But it should be of interest also to existing
or potential end users of office systems, and to office
system suppliers.

Scope of the report
The report does not concentrate solely on multifunc-
tion workstations but also examinesalternative ways
in which multifunction office facilities can be provi-
ded. For example, we consider non-intelligent ter-
minals linked to mainframe computers or minicom-
puters, and terminals which access multifunction
facilities through different types of local area network.
The scope of the report, therefore, includes those ter-
minals or systemsthat, from a user☂s point cf view,
provide more than onetype of office function.
In order to answer the questions on multifunction
facilities raised by Foundation members, we have
carried out research to:
♥Identify the main factors that have limited the use

of multifunction workstations over the last five
years.

♥Examine current products and predict how these
products are likely to developin future.

♥Examinealternatives to multifunction workstations
and predict how these alternatives are likely to
develop in future.

The researchcarried out for this report consisted of:
♥Interviews with staff responsible for installing

multifunction facilities (workstations and alterna-
tives) in user organisations.

♥Interviews with relevant staff in office system
suppliers.

♥Anextensive literature search.

Since current user experience of multifunction pro-
ducts is limited, we have also made use of system
requirement surveys and questionnaire results from
recent Butler Cox consultancystudies. (In particular,
we have used material from a very large office tech-
nology study sponsored by the Departmentof Industry
and a numberofoffice system suppliers. During this
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study, investigative work wascarried out in the United
Kingdom and Scandinavia.) These studies were
carried out to identify the probable main areas for
multifunction product application in the future, rather
than to record existing applications or to obtain
current user views.
Structure of the report
The report has six main chapters. In chapter 1, we
review the need for multifunction terminals and the
alternative ways in which multifunctionality can be
provided to the end user. Chapter 2 describes the
various ways that information can be input, stored,
processed and output using multifunction products.

Chapter 3 examines some of the products that are
available today and compares them with user re-
quirements. Chapter 4 reviews the experiences of
some current users of multifunction products. Chapter
5 presents our conclusions about the ways in which
office systems will develop ♥ specifically, we predict
the applications and areas where multifunctional
facilities will be used in future, and describe how cur-
rent products will evolve to meet future needs. In
chapter6 weidentify the key issues for potential users
of multifunction workstations and give guidelines on
how users should resolve these issues.Finally,in the
conclusion, we summarise our main findings on the
role of multifunction workstations in the office.

The Butler Cox Foundatior
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CHAPTER1

THE NEED FOR MULTIFUNCTION WORKSTATIONS AND SYSTEMS

The term multifunction tends to be usedin a rather
vague way in relation to terminals and systems.
Before we lookin detail at multifunction products and
their application, we need to explain what we mean
by ☁multifunction☂ and its significance to usersof these
products. We dothis in the context of the needsof
the office worker, considering not only the multifunc-
tion workstation but also other ways in which multiple
functions can be delivered to the user.

THE MEANING OF MULTIFUNCTION
Although someoffice workers (such as typists and
data preparation clerks) have jobs that involve only
a few routine activities, most office workers perform
a variety of tasks and regularly use different types of
equipment. Office tasks often involve the production
of paperor electronic documents that contain various
combinationsof text, data and graphics. Documents
may be communicated within an organisation or to
outsiders by traditional means (such as mail or telex);
alternatively, they may be communicated by using
more recently developed electronic techniques (such
as electronic mail or facsimile transmission).

Virtually every office worker uses speech as an essen-
tial form of communication. Traditionally, speech has
been confined to personal meetings or telephone
conversations. But advances in technology have
enabled speech to be used as a form of electronic
mail, and also to annotate electronically recorded
documents.
In the contextof this report we refer to terminals and
systems asbeing multifunctionif they assist the user
to perform morethan onekind of task, or to deal with
information in more than one medium.

By ☁kind of task☂ we mean,for example:

♥Tofile and retrieve information.
♥To generate information.
♥Totranscribe information.
♥To processinformation.
♥To communicate information to other people.

The various media by which the information may be
communicated are:

The Butler CoxFoundation
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♥Data.
♥Text.
♥Speech.
♥Images(facsimiles).
♥Graphics (structured images).
♥Video (moving images).
In defining multifunction systems in this way, we
necessarily imply some degree of integration within
the system. But varying degrees of integration are
possible. The lowerlevels of functionalintegration are
already familiar. For example, the use of an unintelli-
gent terminal to access various application programs
on mainframe computers is commonplace. In this
report, we concentrate on the higher levels of integra-
tion where one application encompassesinformation
in different forms (such as data and text, or text and
images, or text and speech).

WHY USE MULTIFUNCTION TERMINALS?
Single-function terminals are limited in application
because they are often suited only to particular jobs.
Indeed, certain jobs tend to be designed to suit the
terminal ♥ data entry to a computer system for
example. In contrast, we might expectthat multifunc-
tion terminals will be able to match the requirements
of a variety of jobs more closely. We now lookat these
user requirements and discuss the effectiveness of
single and multifunction devices in meeting them.

User requirements
Someoffice workers ♥ suchastypists, filing clerks
anddata preparation staff ♥ haverelatively straight-
forward jobs that may be adequately supported with
a single-function terminal rather than a more sophisti-
cated multifunction product. Office systems are gen-
erally provided for use by these staff as an essential
requirementof the job (for example, in data prepara-
tion), or to increase staff productivity (for example,
in documenttyping). But mostoffice workers perform
a mixture of tasks. Managers, professionals, secre-
taries and many clerical workers perform jobs that
involve many functions.

Office equipmentandoffice systemsthat affect only
onetypeoftask are oflimited value to multi-task office
workers. Word processors,for example, may improve
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typing productivity very significantly (100 per centis
not atypical) butareoflittle significance to a secretary
whotypesfor less than 20 per centof her time. Tools
to improve the productivity of multi-task office workers
need to address morethan oneoffice task if they are
to have any significant impact on productivity.
Traditional data processing systemstypically have
addressed only a subset of tasks within a business
function (for example, sales accounting or payroll).
Early office system tools such as word processors
and electronic mail systems have also concentrated
on only one element of office work.
To bring worthwhile gains in productivity, office
systems will have to be integrated so that they
address the overall performance of business func-
tions. Traditional data processing systems, individual
office system tools and business function require-
ments are contrasted in figure 1. Multifunction ter-
minals do have the potential to address the overall
performance of business functions.

Traditional office equipment
Traditional office equipment has been designed to
perform, or assist with, specific office tasks. Three
examples are the telephone,the typewriter and the
conventional computer terminal. Equipment of this
sort is manufacturedin large volumesat relatively low
unit cost, and its use has generally been justified on
groundsof conveniencerather than cost benefit. Most

THE NEED FOR MULTIFUNCTION WORKSTATIONS AND SYSTEMS

organisations would not even consider cost justify-
ing the purchaseof telephonesor electronic calcula-
tors ♥ these items are now purchased as a matter
of routine administration. More expensive items of
office equipment, such as photocopiers, are normally
shared between occasional users.

Aspricesfall there is a general tendency for equip-
ment to become more widespread andforit to be
justified on the grounds of convenience. Someoffice
equipment will continue to be shared, however,
becauseof its nature ♥ for example, a communica-
tions network or a file of information common to
several users.
Advantages of multifunction products
Multifunction products have six main advantages over
their single-function counterparts:
♥A multifunction terminal takes up less space than

two or moresingle-function terminals ♥ an impor-
tant consideration for desk-top installation, for
instance.

♥A multifunction terminal should be less expensive
than two or more single-function terminals ♥
because of the commonuseof screens and key-
boards. At present, this is often not the case, but
only becausesingle-function devices are sold in
muchlarger volumes, and so benefit from econ-
omiesof scale. We expectthis position to change
in the future.
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♥Multifunction devices are usually more convenient.
With single-function terminals, it can be difficult to
transfer data from one device to another, andit
may be impractical to combine certain communi-
cations media (such as text and recorded voice).

♥Multifunction terminals are less likely to introduce
problemsof incompatibility between functions. For
example, a combined data/text terminalis likely to
have fewer communication problems in linking
data and text, compared with separate data and
text terminals.

♥Multifunction terminals can be designed to offer
a uniform interface to the user, irrespective of
application. This will make the systems easier to
use and will require less user training.

♥New(possibly marginal) applications are often
easierto justify on a multifunction terminal. There
may well be spare capacity on the terminal which
can be used to accommodatefurther applications.
A single-function terminal will be more restricted
in the possible range of additional applications.

Disadvantages of multifunction products
As well as advantages, multifunction products have
some disadvantages when compared with the alterna-
tive of several single-function terminals:

♥Multifunction products are more vulnerable to
breakdowns. If the multifunction workstationfails,
all facilities are lost.

♥Multifunction products are more complex to use.
More training is required, which discourages
occasional users such as temporary staff. (This is
already a familiar problem confronting temporary
typists required to operate word processors.) As
a result, organisations will be tempted to impose
morerigorous controls to standardise on one par-
ticular system. In the absence of any universally
accepted standards this means,in effect, a parti-
cular vendor's product.

TYPES OF MULTIFUNCTION APPLICATION
Although many office workers carry out severalof the
functionslisted in figure 1, the mix of functions per-
formed varies between jobs and between different
types of office. A comprehensive multifunction work-
station provides more functions than are needed by
most office workers. A selection of functional options
ig required, therefore, to match the needsofindividual
jobs. The range of functions and the capabilities
needed will vary considerably. For example, engineer-
ing designers may need high resolution graphics
whereas general managers may be content with low
resolution and someclerks may not require graphics
at all.

The Butler CoxFoun
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Our research suggests that there are eight types of
multifunction office work that apply across a wide
variety of organisations.

Clerical transaction work
In this type of work a team of clerks receives paper
documents and processes them as part of a trans-
action routine. This routine may be manualorit may
involve input to, and output from, a computer system.
Examplesof clerical transaction work include the pric-
ing of invoices from pricelists, and answering simple
queries on account balancesorstocklevels.

Clerical casework
In this type of work each clerk is responsible for pro-
gressing a numberofindividual subject(or case)files.
Examples of clerical casework include a correspon-
dencesection in a mail order company(or insurance
company) and clerks handling requests for re-coding
in a tax office.
Professional analysis
In this type of work professionalstaff perform indivi-
dual analysis tasks which generate information for use
in business operations or decisions. Examples of pro-
fessional analysis workers include accountants,plan-
ners, marketing staff and managementservicesstaff.

Engineering work
Engineering workis rather like professional analysis.
The differenceis that the staff exercise control over
engineering products and are usually dependent on
precise drawings and complex calculations. The
engineers may be supported by draughtsmen and
CAD (computer aided design) systems.

Project management
The main purposeof project management workis to
co-ordinate and control activities both within and out-
side the organisation. Project managersreceiveinfor-
mation regarding project plans (and progress) in many
different forms. Some use may be made of compu-
terised project control techniques such as PERT (Pro-
gram Evaluation and Review Technique). Large pro-
jects are a feature of the heavy engineering and con-
struction industries but they occur also in many other
types of organisation.

General management
General managers are responsible for the perfor-
manceand direction of one or moreseparatefacilities
which maybe depots, factories, offices, or even entire
companies.
Secretarial work
Secretaries and personal assistants support general
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management and professional staff in carrying out
their activities.
Documentpreparation
Document preparation staff compile and edit infor-
mation to be incorporated in a formal document of
somekind. They collect and processinformation from
both internal and external sources. They may not be
involved in the physical production of the documents
but will certainly be involved in checking and proof-
reading. They may also access computer and paper
files, and carry out computations. The quality of the
documentis important and there may be several
authors collaborating to produce a single document.
The document maybe anincidental part of the busi-
ness operation. Alternatively it may be a prime pro-
duct, as in a publishing or consultancy organisation.
The office system facilities required to meet the needs
of these types of office work are analysedin figure 2.

MULTIFUNCTION TERMINAL REQUIREMENTS
In future, most users of multifunction office systems
will not be trainedtypists, norwill they be familiar with
traditional programming languages. They will use
someof the system facilities regularly, and others only
occasionally. They will not willingly attend lengthy
training courses, preferring instead nothing more
demanding than a simple introductory course. For
these reasons a multifunction device must be easy
to use, logical and ☁friendly☂if it is to be accepted and
used effectively.
Whatarethe featuresthatwill make multifunction ter-
minals easy to useby the ordinary office worker? They
are concerned with twodifferent aspects of the termi-
nal☂s operation:

♥Thedirect physical interaction between the user
and the terminal hardware.

♥The selection and use of appropriate software
tools.

Hardware features
The conventional alphanumeric keyboard is the
almost universal meansof inputting text and data into
existing data processing systems. But keyboards are
slow and awkward to use for the untrained typist.
There are also social pressures discouraging senior
executives from using keyboards, as they might con-
sider it demeaning to be seen ☁typing☂. Hence, we
might expectalternative meansof inputrelying on the
user☂s more natural abilities to be preferable. Speech
recognition (requiring no real skill at all) would be an
obvious example. As weshall see in the next chapter,
the suppliers of multifunction terminals and also
research establishments have put considerableeffort
into developing alternative input and control devices.

 

Figure 2 Functions required by different types of office
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Software features
Even more important than terminal hardware features
is the requirement that users should be able to make
the multifunction product perform useful tasks.
Ideally, the software should havethe following basic
features:
♥Commands which are standard across the range

of applications, even whenthe terminalis being
used to access proprietary systems such as an
IBM mainframe or a public videotex service.

♥Adjustable screeninstructions and ☁☁help☝ facilities,
to accommodate the changingskill levels of indivi-
dual users. (For example, skilled users have less
need than trainees for simple prompts.)

♥Multi-tasking, allowing users to switch between
functions without having to sign off from one func-
tion and sign on to the next. Multi-tasking may even
allow severalapplications to be run in parallel with-
out requiring the user☂s involvementin any detailed
control or switching. (For example, a user may
need to alternate information retrieval from a main-
frame with documentpreparation on a multifunc-
tion workstation. Multi-tasking would enable the
user to interrupt the typing in order to access the
mainframe just by making a few keystrokes, to
select the relevant information, and then immedia-
tely to switch back to the now-expanded text docu-
ment to continue typing. That contrasts with the
laborious alternative of signing off and on at each
step, together with identifying, saving and moving
each item of retrieved information.)

♥Thefacility logically to interrelate stored informa-
tion input via different communications media. (For
example, facsimile images maybelogically stored
with the text or data they relate to. Again, recor-
ded voice comments on a draft document may be
logically stored together with that document. From
a user☂s point of view this logical storage arrange-
ment allows captured information related to any
oneitem to be easily accessed, regardless of the
communications media.)

To the supplier, these software featuresare not trivial.
Theyimply very considerable software development
costs. Thusit is perhaps not surprising that very few
existing products, if any at all, are seen as ideal by
potential purchasers.

USER NEEDS FOR MULTIFUNCTION
TERMINALS IN PRACTICE
A numberoflarge userorganisations have developed
their own specifications for multifunction work-
stations. They have done this because they cannot
find products on the market that meet their perceived
needs. One frequent requirement, for instance, is for

The Butler Cox Foundation
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a word processing terminal that is capable of work-
ing with public and private videotex systems.(At the
time of writing, this facility is available only on one
word processor, which lacks some other desired
facilities.)
User organisations recognise the need for different
facilities for different types of staff, although the
requirements are often expressed in terms of gener-
alised staff categories such as managers, profes-
sionals, secretaries, clerks and typists. Although there
is a large measure of agreement amongst these
organisations over multifunction requirements, a com-
monspecification has yet to be formalised. Several
organisations have expressed the hope (rather than
the belief) that, if such a specification could be agreed
by a groupof influential users, then suppliers would
be motivated to meetthat specification. A typicallist
of requirementsfor a professional multifunction work-
station is given in figure 3. This list of requirements
wasdeveloped by a company which has a combina-
tion of IBM equipment, Digital Equipment minicom-
puters and a private switched data network.
 

Figure 3. Typical requirements for a professional
multifunction workstation
 

 
Workstation feature Description of feature

Processor 16 bit microprocessor with
64K-256K RAM

Storage Floppy discs +
winchester disc option

Keyboard Soft keys
Communications V24 (RS232)

Essential DP terminal emulation
Features (IBM3270/VT100)

Wordplex
communication

Videotex
communication

Peripherals Graph plotters and screen
printers

Software Text editing, spread-sheet
analysis, record keeping
(localfiles), information
retrieval, user-friendly.

Display Colour display for videotex
graphics

Desirable} Communications LANinterface (Ethernet)
Features Multiterminal emulation

Software Multi-task operating system   
 

WORKSTATIONS AND SYSTEMS
Our original intention was that this report should be
concerned exclusively with multifunction workstations
♥ self-contained terminals having an inherent multi-
functionality. Input and outputof informationin various
forms, processing power, information storage and
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communications interfaces would all be incorporated
in the one device. During our research, however,it
quickly became apparentthat:
♥There were other ways of delivering multifunc-

tionality to users, some of which might be prefer-
able to multifunction workstations.

♥There was in practice no clear-cut distinction
betweenthetotally self-contained workstation and
systems with some of the functionality provided
outside the user's terminal. In fact, there are very
few multifunction workstations which are totally
self-sufficient.

For these reasons, we decided to broaden the scope
of the report to consider a spectrum of multifunction
products. At one extremeis the self-contained work-
station; at the other, a system in which unintelligent
terminals can access a variety of functions on one
or more shared processors.
Clearly these two approachesrepresent extremesin
a spectrum of possible devices which may contain

THE NEED FOR MULTIFUNCTION WORKSTATIONS AND SYSTEMS

varying degrees of capability at the terminal.

Integrating every possible function into a single multi-
function workstation implies working with information
in the form of data, text, voice, graphics, image and
video. Workstations encompassing this range of
possibilities represent an ultimate in multifunction
workstation design. In practice, even the most ad-
vanced multifunction terminals available today stop
shortof this degree of integration. Most multifunction
terminals cater only for data, text and limited range
of graphics. The multifunctionality results from the
software that is accessed by the terminals, rather
than from any sophisticated hardware.

Onthe other hand,the unintelligent terminal can cater
only for a limited range of tasks, regardless of the
powerof the software.

Practical multifunction systems tend to lie between
these two extremes. Wereview their design in detail
in chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 2

MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY

In chapter 1, we concluded that we should look at
multifunction systems as well as multifunction work-
stations. In this chapter, we describe the various
architectures of multifunction products and their tech-
nology. Clearly, some aspects of terminal and sys-
tems design apply equally well to all computer
systems ♥ the need for legible, non-reflective dis-
plays on terminals, for example. But the use of multi-
function equipment by unskilled operators does pose
special design problems. We discuss the technolog-
ical solutions to these problems underthe following
headings:
♥System architecture.
♥Information processing and storage.
♥Userinput.
♥System output.
♥Communication between devices.
♥Functional integration.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Three main types of system architecture are em-
ployed in multifunction systems. As depicted in
figure 4, these are:

♥The multifunction workstation, in which mostof the
intelligence to support the various user functions
is concentrated at the terminalitself. The worksta-
tions have communication interfaces to enable
them to exchangeinformation with other terminals
or processors. But the time spent in communica-
tions is small compared with the time spent pro-
cessing information.

♥The multifunction network consisting ofintelligent
terminals and processors dedicated to different
tasks, all linked together by a local area network.
Here, the terminals are notself-contained butrely
on other microprocessorbased servers to provide
information storage, printing, and communication
interfaces to wide area networks. Software is
distributed around the network in the variousunits.
Somesoftware may be held permanentlyin the ter-
minals; other software is downloadedfromfiles as
required.

♥The multifunction office minicomputer(and main-
frame) system, consisting of unintelligent terminals

   The Butler Gox hon
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connected to a shared minicomputer, or network
of minicomputers and mainframes. These systems
are conventional data processing systemsprovid-
ing on-line access to a large numberof users. The
multiple functions are provided by softwarein the
computers, shared byall users.Files, printers, and
communication gatewaysall tend to be attached
to the computers rather than to the terminals.

In practice, there is a considerable degree of overlap
between thesethreealternative architectures. Most
sophisticated workstations have been designed to
 

Figure 4 Alternative approaches to multifunctionality
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work with local area networks; many require separate
processors,albeit closely connected to the terminals.
At the other extreme,very intelligent terminals may
also be used in conjunction with separate minicom-
puters or mainframes.
Our research suggeststhat, ideally, every user should
eventually be equipped with an individual terminal.
Sharing terminals usually reduces benefits because
of queueing and motivation problems. However,in the
early stagesof introducing multifunction applications,
terminals may havelow utilisations and can be effec-
tively shared.

INFORMATION PROCESSING AND STORAGE
The nature of the processor and storage available to
the user of a multifunction system depends on the
basic architecture of the system. It is convenient to
take each of the three approachesin turn.

Information processing and storage at
the terminal
It is increasingly common for standard microcom-
puters to be incorporated into terminals to provide
higher levels of sophistication. The need to handle im-
proved graphics and to emulate industry standard
visual display terminals (Such as IBM 3270, etc.) has
led to the use of more powerful 16-bit (and even 32-bit)
microprocessors. These powerful microprocessors
are steadily replacing 8-bit microprocessors. At the
sametime the random access memory storage (RAM)
available in a single terminal has increasedsignifi-
cantly ♥ nowtypically ranging from 64k bytes up to
half a million bytes or more.

In order to exploit existing software packages,
multifunction products have usually adopted standard
operating systems such as CP/M. Forthis reason,
there are even CP/M emulations on 16-bit machines,
although this does not take advantageofthefull per-
formanceavailable from the 16-bit microprocessor.
Standard packages for microcomputers have gener-
ally been developed independently as ☁one-off☂ solu-
tions to meet perceived market needs. They are,
therefore, often difficult to link together into an inte-
grated system. Software to solve this problem has
been, and continues to be, developed by software
houses and equipment suppliers.
Onebasis for this type of software is a language
called ☁Smalltalk☂ which was developed in the Xerox
laboratories at Palo Alto in 1972. Smalltalk allows
users to create a number of windows on a visual
display screen which represent, say, different types
of documentordifferent tasks to be performed. The
user can select a window, and can move between
windows,by using simple commands which may be

input using a keyboard, a ☁mouse☂, or someotherinput
device (see page 10).

Smalltalk is distinctive in that the windows on the
screen can overlap, so that the range of documents
or tasks on the screen at any onetime is not con-
stricted by the size of the screen. Users can select
which window is to be in the ☁foreground☂ (and,
therefore, visible) if one window overlaps with another.
Moreover, users can create sets of windowsto repre-
sent different documents and tasks thatarelikely to
be used in combination. The set of windows can be
thoughtof as representing items of work arranged on
a desk-top. One arrangement represents the ☁budget
preparation☂ desk-top, another the ☁past period
accounts analysis☂ desk-top, and soforth.
Smalltalk has been implemented on different products
andin different ways bydifferent suppliers. The idea
of windows,and having one window per program, is
now quite common.The penalty of Smalltalk is that
it requires a high resolution display and about 250K
bytesof random access memory (or about 100K bytes
of RAM plus back-up storage on an efficient disc
system).

Information processing and storage distributed
on a local area network
In multifunction systems based on local area net-
works, the processing poweris not only containedin
the terminalitself, but is also distributed round the
network in a number of separate microprocessor-
based units dedicated to specific system functions.
Each user terminal accesses whicheverunit (such as
file server or print server) is needed to carry out the
function required. This arrangement of autonomous
processorunits allows multiple tasks to be carried out
simultaneously.A file server, for instance, could be
selecting data from discfile while at the same time
the useris working on a different task. Distributed pro-
cessors are veryresilient to failure of the terminals
and the distributed processorunits.
Someof the shared processor units may also be
dedicated to specific office functions rather thanjust
general information processing tasks. An exampleis
a discfile unit fulfilling the role of electronic mailbox.
Typically, it receives messages identified by ad-
dressee name and stores them until the recipient
looks at his mailbox.
Information processing and storage in
minicomputers and mainframes
Wheremostofan individual user☂s processing is ex-
ecuted on a shared computer, user terminals normally
have online access to timeshared application
programs.
Mainframesare not widely used for multifunction of-
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fice systems. Users of these systems often experi-
ence problemsin maintaining short response times,
and in minimising costs as the numberof terminals
increases. Usersalso frequently have to learn to cope
with the idiosyncrasiesof the particular mainframe☂s
operating system, and have to contend with the nor-
mal log-on and application selection commands used
by professional data processingstaff.

Dedicated ☁office system☂ minicomputers offer the
possibility of faster responsetimes (and lower costs)
than timesharing on a mainframe whenlarge numbers
of terminals are involved. Powerful software can be
provided both for general purpose office functions
suchas text editing, information storage and retrieval,
and for specific applications such as preparing legal
documents. The software packages can be written
to ease communication between them, and to offer
simple menu selection commandsthat give a user-
friendly interface.

USER INPUT
Designers of self-contained multifunction worksta-
tions have concentrated a great deal of their effort
on user-to-system communications. Office system
suppliers have anticipated that informationinput diffi-
culties will be a major barrier to user acceptanceof
multifunction devices, particularly where the users are
middle or senior managers. There are six main types
of information input to multifunction products: key-
board input, handwritten input, voice input, screen
input, hand control input and image input. Each of
these methods hasits own advantages and disadvan-
tages.

Keyboard input
Traditional keyboards have two main disadvantages:

♥Text and data input by untrained or sporadic users
is very slow.

♥In many countries the keyboard has a low status
image, and is often seen as merely a typist☂s tool.

Most multifunction terminal users will not haveto in-
put large volumes of text or data, however. Instead,
theywill retrieve and manipulate information to meet
their own specific requirements. So designers of
multifunction products have concentrated on the
development of commandsand other facilities that
allow users to access and manipulate information.
They have attempted to improve the generally poor
usability of traditional computer systems, which even
computer professionals often find hard to accept. In
doing this, workstation designers have developed a
numberof new facilities that have been incorporated
in many multifunction workstations:
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♥Single keys that can be used to select system
functions.

♥ ☁Soft☂ functions keys, that can be programmed to
activate different system functions. (The variety of
functions available can sometimes confuse users.
Some systems have attempted to overcomethis
problem by indicating the functions in use as cap-
tions on the screen.)

♥Functional choices that can be presented as ☁menu
selections☂ on the screen. (Designing menusis not
easy. They must be carefully structured, particu-
larly where many options and multi-level or multi-
route commandsare required. Experienced users
find that poorly structured systemsare tedious;in-
experienced users find them complex.)

Handwritten input
There are three main methods of handwriting input
through pads.In the first method, the user may point
to letters or functions marked on a padthatis linked
to a processor. This method ofinputis relatively slow,
but it provides greater flexibility than a keyboard
because characters on the pad may moreeasily be
altered.
In the second method,the pad maybelinked to a pro-
cessor that records pen movements as digitised
images that can then be viewed on a screen. This
method ofinput allowsthe user to write normally but
the system itself cannot logically interpret these
images. Further processing of the information is,
therefore, not possible. This method may, never-
theless, be suitable for user-to-user messaging,or for
the handwritten annotation of electronic documents.
In the third method, the pad maybelinked to a pro-
cessor running software that is capable of free for-
mat recognition, but users must print in a particular
way for recognition to be effective. Handwritten in-
put using currently available products is of limited
value andis not really satisfactory for widespread use.

Voice input
Human speech is the most natural mode of com-
munication, but suffers from several drawbacks when
it is used for information input toa system. The most
important drawbackis that the pattern recognition
problem has not yet been fully solved.

No truly reliable continuous speech recognition
system exists at present, although new products that
claim to offer improved speech recognition perfor-
mance are continually appearing on the market.
These products are mostly slow and expensive when
compared with keyboard input. Faster products
generally have a very limited vocabulary.

Individual word recognition is, however, viable now.
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At least one VDU with the capacity to respond to
spoken commands has appeared on the market. This
input method could be used asanalternative to the
other forms of manual contro! described below.
Voice can be digitised and storedfor limited applica-
tions such as user-to-user communication or voice
annotation of electronic documents. Even in these
limited applications, however, the storage require-
ments can be substantial. Without speech compres-
sion, about 64Kbits of storage are required for every
second of speech ♥ over3.5M bits of storage every
minute. This can be improved by speech compres-
sion to about one million bits of storage for each
minute of speech, which still compares unfavourably
with the equivalent digital character storage of about
10K bits. Most products that offer speech recogni-
tion have been specifically designed for that purpose,
and speech recognition is rarely offered as one of the
functions of a multifunction product.

Screen input
A touch-sensitive screen,or a light pen, can be used
to give commands and to input information to the
system. In most multifunction products using these
techniques, one or more specific functions or com-
mandsareindicated on the screeneither directly or
by moving a cursor. This approach often exploits
humanskills in pattern recognition and spatial rela-
tionships(for example, in pointing to icons on avisual
display screen). People can recognise the meaning
of pictures much more quickly than they can under-
stand the sameinformation represented in the form
of text or data. People tendto think of documentfiles,
for instance, in termsoftheir location (the green file
on the lower shelf) rather than their content.
Handcontrol input
As an alternative to physically touching or pointingto items displayed on the screen, a cursor may beused to select the next action required. The cursorcan be movedby control keys on a keyboard, butskillis required to dothis efficiently. In addition to the useof a light pen, three further forms of control areavailable on current products: the ☁mouse☂, the
joystick and the pressure sensitive pad.
The mouseconsists of a small pad under which thereis a ball, or roller, whoserotation controls an electri-cal signal which in turn can be used to move thecursor. The ball or roller can movein two perpendicu-lar directions, controlling the vertical and horizontalposition of the cursor. The mouseis activated by roll-
ing it across the desk-topor otherflat surface. (A large
area is not required ♥ the mouse can be moved
repetitively in the desired direction over a short
distance.) The mouseis alsofitted with two or three
buttons that are used to generate additional control
signals. The user presses the appropriate button to
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Figure 5 A mousebeing used on the Xerox 8010 Star  
 

 

select the functions required. A typical mouse is
shownin figure 5.
Joysticks use the movement of a small lever to
generate signals controlling the horizontal and ver-
tical movements of the cursor. Normally, moving the
lever from one side to the other moves the cursor
across the complete width of the screen. The move-
mentis very sensitive, andit is difficult to position the
cursor precisely.If precise positioning is required (as
in using the joystick to generate graphics) software
canbeincorporatedin the terminal to give coarse and
fine movementoptions. Like the mouse,the joystick
can befitted with control buttons for selecting the re-
quired functions.
The Xerox 860 word processing workstation has a
pressure pad which movesthe cursorhorizontally,
vertically, or diagonally according to whereit is
pressed.It is, in effect, a ☁touch sensitive☂ joystick.
This device has not been widely used.
Both the mouseand thejoystick allow users to posi-
tion the cursor very quickly. The mousealso allows
the cursor to be positioned very precisely, down to
the pixel level on graphics applications. Butit is more
expensive thana joystick (about $200 compared with
$30). Both the mouse andthe joystick have the disad-
vantage of being one more item on the desk, and they
do not remove the needfor a keyboard (or other form
of input) for entering data and text.
Image input
Although products that capture, store, transmit and
print digitised facsimile images are available, they are
notyet fully developed.In particular, these productshave a significant electronic storage requirement
(about ten times that required by text or data) and
(with a few exceptions) they do not provide for view-ing by commercially available visual display terminals.
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Also, the images are not stored in machine readable
form. As a result, they cannot be modified or
manipulated in the same wayastext or data charac-
ters. (A few pioneering user organisations are begin-
ning to use image terminals connected to optical
character recognition devices.)

SYSTEM OUTPUT
For the foreseeable future, nearly all multifunction
product users will require both a visual display and
hard copy output for data, for text (with a growing
variety of fonts), and for graphics.

Visual displays
To meet the needs of users for graphic information,
many multifunction productswill incorporate graphics
displays (usually raster-scanned displays with bit-
plane memories). High-resolution graphic displays (of
around 1,000 x 800 pixels) are not usually required
in the office, except for specialised applications such
as engineering design (and, in future, for image
display). Currently most users of multifunction office
products will be satisfied with low-resolution graphics
of about 250 x 200pixels. This is adequatefor routine
business graphics such as bar charts and graphs. Col-
our displays will sometimes be needed, for videotex
and certain types of business graphics. (Monochrome
displays are capable of higher resolution than colour
displays, however.)
The use of icons on a small screen terminal does,
however, imply the useof higher resolution screens,
and hence higher cost than ordinary VDUs.
Printers
To meet changing user requirements, hard-copy out-
put is becoming moreflexible. Printers that are able
to plot graphics as well as print data and text over
a range of quality levels are becoming available.

Low quality output will continue to be provided by dot
matrix printers. High quality output will be produced
by a variety of impact printers, ink jet printers, pen
plotters and laserprinters. But because most users
will not require a high volumeof hard-copy output, the
printers ♥ particularly the more expensive, high
quality printers ♥ will usually be shared between
several users. Our research suggests that sharing will
not seriously reduce the multifunctional benefits, pro-
viding each user caneasily access a suitable printer.

Voice output
There are four main applications of voice output:
♥Telephonefacilities incorporated in the terminal(for

use in a voice store and forward message system,
for example).
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♥Voice annotation of documents, where voice and
data or text recordsarelogically integrated by the
system.

♥Telephonefacilities associated with the display of
documents as part of an interactive voice/elec-
tronic mail system.

♥Accessto voice response systems, typically used
for information retrieval or user guidance.

As an alternative to the telephone handset for voice
communication, a loudspeaker may be incorporated
directly in the terminal. This is appropriate where the
voice application is not conversational, such as in
equipment voice response.

COMMUNICATION BETWEENDEVICES
Multifunctionality implies the need for a wide variety
of communication optionsto link together multifunc-
tion terminals and systems, eitherin the samebuilding
or at remote locations. The following examples il-
lustrate typical ☁arrangements:
♥Corporate data processing systems using pro-

prietary protocols (such as IBM☂s SNA).
♥Remote bureau services using a variety of wide-

area network protocols and transmission speeds
(such as asynchronous data transmissionusing the
public switched telephone network (PSTN) and
standard modems, or packet-switched data
transmission using CCITT X.25 standard public
networks).

♥Remote users sending and receiving electronic
mail via the public telex or teletex networks.

♥Remote users sending and receiving voice
messages orinteractive voice communications
using PSTN orprivate voice networks.

♥Remote users sending and receiving facsimile
images via PSTN or private networks.

Communicationfacilities must not only be compati-
ble with the physical interface to the multifunction pro-
duct, but mustalso incorporate higher levels of com-
munication protocols (up to level 6 or level 7 of the
OSI model for proprietary network architectures and
terminal tyoes ♥ see Foundation Report No. 23 ♥
Communicating Terminals, page 36). Very few users,
however,will require all, or even most, of the differ-
ent communication facilities that could be made
available. Becauseofthis limited requirement, most
multifunction products adopt oneof two approaches
for communicating with remote systems. Either they
do so through an optional communication interface,
or they communicate via a gateway whichis shared
by anumberof multifunction users. The gateway can
be a processor connecting the various userterminals
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to the organisation's message switchfor telex traffic.
Alternatively, it can be an X.25 gateway ona local
area network, connecting to the public packet-
switching network.
lf a terminal connects to a shared processor
(minicomputer or mainframe) it will usually com-
municate by using the normal protocols for that pro-
cessor. Distributed processing systems will use a
local area network or a data-switching PABXto link
local terminals and processors together. Since no
single recognised standard for local communications
exists, terminals and networks supplied by different
manufacturers are often incompatible.

FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION
Just as the term ☁multifunction☂ tends to be applied
without a precise definition to office workstations, so
also does the term ☁integrated☂. We need to be wary
of descriptions using the term because the degree
of integration andits application can have very signifi-
cant implications for the user. At the lowestlevelof
integration, it can refer to purely physical integration
of separate items in a single box with no direct con-
nection between them ♥ say a telephone and a visual
display unit, each with its own communicationsinter-
face to the outside world. Such a device offerslittle
more to the user than the two separate devices ♥
perhapsevenless.At the highest levelof integration,
a device would have complete physical, logical, and
functional integration, and be capable of processing
and relating information generated in any mode ♥
speech, text, images, or video. For example, users
of such a device would be able to search through
electronically stored documents for any references
to ☁sail boats☂ and extract automatically any spoken
referencesto ☁sail boats☂, or pictures of ☁sail boats☂,
or written referencesto ☁sail boats☂. Clearly we are
a long way from having such a degreeof integration
in any commercially available product.

Current multifunction terminals exhibit three kindsof
integration:

♥Simple physicalintegration of terminal hardware.
♥Logical integration of similar system functions.
♥Integration of more than one mode of communi-

cation.
Simple physical integration
The simplest form of integration found in current ter-
minals is that of sharing certain physical features for
different purposes. Examplesare the use of key pads
for both input of data and for dialling a data or
telephonecall; and the use of a common communica-
tions interface for both speech and data traffic ♥
albeit not simultaneously. The advantages are mainly
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convenience and cost-saving. This simple form of
integration is usually achieved by appropriate hard-
ware design.

Logical integration of similar system functions
In this form of integration, the same hardwareis used
for similar system functions, such as the emulation
of an IBM 3270 type terminal and emulation of a
Digital VT100 terminal. The integration is achieved
mainly by using different software and the benefits
are again convenience and, more importantly, cost
saving. Another exampleis the use of text editing and
calculation software within the same processorto in-
tegrate word and data processing on the sameter-
minals. Generating and processing graphicsis also
a commonfacility on mostintelligent terminals. But
this level of integration does not allow usersfull in-
terplay betweenthedifferent modesof operation. The
terminal may be used for text editing and data pro-
cessing ♥ but may notallow the results of calcula-
tions to be incorporated within a piece oftext without
the data being re-entered or transferred via somefile
record ♥ a very cumbersomeprocess.
Logical integration of different modes
of communication
The highest levelof integration available in current
productsis the ability to interrelate information com-
municated or stored in different modes. The most
straightforward instance is the merger of data and
text within the same document ♥ indeed some would
arguethat datais just a form of highly structured and
coded text. Such integration is largely a matter of
appropriate software tools and packages. But multi-
tasking is important if the user is not to be hindered
by having to switch betweenapplication programsfor
data generation andtextediting. It is not just integra-
tion that is important, but transparencyof integration
as well.
Moredifficulty is encountered when speechor images
haveto be integrated with dataortext. First, special-
ised hardware is required to digitise the original
information. Secondly, the digital code generated has
to be logically related to the corresponding data or
text. If the speech elementis limited to a few words
(tens or hundreds), or the images are of certain
stylised forms, the input devices may be used to
recognisetheir significance. But speech recognition
and OCR equipmentis still expensive and unlikely to
be widely used for some years.So the interrelation-
ship between speechor image and text depends on
the userdirecting it in some way. Speech annotation
of electronically stored documents is an example of
the use of this kind of integration which is available
in a few multifunction workstations today. As yet, none
allows for the incorporation of images within docu-
ments, though the necessary coding and protocols
to handle that facility are under development.
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CHAPTER 2 MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY

Other developmentsin progress onthe logicalintegra- integrate data, text, image and video.
tion of different modes of information are:

♥Theintegration of data and text with high resolu-
♥The useof videodiscs with intelligent terminals to tion graphics in computer aided design.

The Butler Cox Foundation
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CHAPTER3

EXAMPLES OF MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCTS

The current market for multifunction products is
clearly dominated by ☁supplier push☂ in which sup-
pliers aggressively market their own products and
ideas, rather than by ☁demand pull☂ in which users de-
mand products to meettheir ownidentified needs. In
this environment it is useful to examine the ways in
which commercially available multifunction products
are evolving from single-function products, and to use
the source of the product as a basis for classifica-
tion. Six different categories can beidentified:
♥Products evolving from telephones.
♥Products evolving from data terminals.
♥Products evolving from shared computers.
♥Products evolving from personal computers.
♥Products evolving from local area networks.
♥Specifically designed multifunction products.
In this chapter we describe each of these products
in turn, emphasising the continuing trend towards
convergenceof multifunction products from different
starting points. The discussion also highlights the con-
tinuing enhancementof multifunction products, and
demonstrates how a numberof important develop-
ments (in voice and image recognition) have yet to
be realised.

PRODUCTS EVOLVING FROM TELEPHONES
These products, knownas display-phones, combine
traditional telephonefacilities with screendisplaysfor
data and text (and sometimes business graphics as
well). Display-phone terminals usually contain little or
no local intelligence for running user programs, but
they may contain a microprocessor to provide ad-
vanced telephony features such as autodialling and
automatic call transfer. Each terminal is connected
to other remote terminals and processorsvia the swit-
ched telephone network, providing the user with
telephone functions as well as the ability to access
remote computers to retrieve or input data.
One product of this type, the Northern Telecom
Displayphone,has two telephone connections, allow-
ing the user to place a telephone call and display data
simultaneously. The feature is useful if two people
wishto look at the sameinformation displayed on their
screens while conducting a discussion onthe tele-
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phone. Someof the latest generation of PABX equip-
ment can do this by transmitting data and speech
simultaneously on the sameextensionline. (An ex-
ample is Plessey☂s workstation used in conjunction
with their IDX digital PABX.)
In today☂s generation of display-phones,there is no
integration of speech processing with data or text in
the terminal. Rather, the microchip logic within the
terminal is shared between telephonefunctions and
data functions, and the keyboard (or keypad)is also
shared betweenthese different media.In this way,
the keyboard (or keypad) can be used to input
telephone numbersas well as to input commandsto
retrieve and display information from a remote
database.
Display-phones are sophisticated telephones, able
also to provide database accessfor staff whose re-
quirements are not intensive. By keeping the display
screen small (Say 15cm diagonally), suppliers have
produced very compact terminal units that occupy
only about 25cm square of desk space. In this
respect, they compare favourably with separate
telephones and conventional terminals.
At present, display-phone terminals cost from $1,000
to $2,000 each. In volume production, we expect
display-phone terminals to cost less than the
equivalent separate telephones and conventional
terminals.
Simple display-phone terminals do, however, have a
numberof potential disadvantages:

♥Functionality is limited. Display-phones have no
processing power to manipulate data locally.

♥Screensizeis restricted if the terminal is to be
small. This may cause problemswith high-definition
graphic applications, although small screens are
adequate for displaying bar charts and graphs.

♥PTT regulations may constrain the opportunities for
combining data and telephoneunits.

In summary, display-phone terminals are best suited
to the needs of senior managersforlimited computer
access, electronic messages, and telephone com-munication. The main advantageof the display-phone
over alternative products is the convenienceofits
enhancedtelephonefacilities, the comparative sav-ings in desk space, and(in future) comparatively low
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Figure 6 Example of a display-phone product

 

 

Northern Telecom's ☁Displayphone☂terminal was announced
early in 1981 and marketing started in North America early
in 1982. Negotiations to approveits use in several European
Countries are currently in progress. The main features of the
☁Displayphone☂ are:
♥ A ☁hands-free☂ telephonefacility.
♥ An 81-numberauto-dialler (and last numberre-dial).
♥ Acall timer.
♥ A monochromedata andtext display (25 cm diagonal).
♥ A keypad with telephone dial and function keys,

including five ☁soft☂ keys.
♥ An alphanumeric keyboard.
♥ A built-in modem, and two telephoneline connections

to allow simultaneous use for both data andinteractive
voice communication.

The soft function keys may be programmedto access remote
computer systemsby pressinga single key rather than having
to dial a phone numberand enter commands,identity numbers
etc. There is, however, no facility to process data locally,
although a clock and an appointments reminder system are
provided.
The price of the ☁Displayphone☂is currently about $2000.
Future enhancements, including a user-programmable pro-
cessor and variousindustry standard terminal protocol emula-
tions, are under development.  
 

costs. A display-phone product is illustrated in
figure 6.

PRODUCTS EVOLVING FROM DATA TERMINALS
Earlier in this report (on page 6) we referred to the
useof unintelligent terminals as multipurpose devices.
The functionality of these terminals dependson the

The Butler Gox Foundation
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software running on the computer system to which
they are connected. Display terminal products that
can be connected to different vendors☂ computer
systems are now becoming available. Visual display
terminals compatible with both Digital and IBM ter-
minal protocols, for instance, have a wider applica-
bility than terminals dedicated to the protocols of just
one of these suppliers. Emulation features may be im-
plemented either as firmware (software built into a
microprocessor chip) or as software running on a
microprocessorwithin the terminal. In the latter case,
the flexibility of the terminal can be increased by
loading software packagesto provide local process-
ing functions such as word processing or spread-
sheet analysis.
Compared with two or more separate terminals, unin-
telligent terminals of this sort have two inherent
advantages: saving in space, and saving in cost. Unin-
telligent terminals, however, are generally intended
for use by trained operators rather than by non-
specialist office staff. In other words they are primarily
data terminals rather than office automation products.
Examples of data and text terminal products are out-
lined in figure 7.

 

Figure 7 Examples of data and text terminal products

 

The Ericsson Alfaskop System 41 supports individual terminals
as well as clusters of terminals. Both monochromeand colour
displays of text and data are available. Various keyboard
options are also offered. The system emulates various IBM
3270. and Sperry Univac UTS units, and various communication
protocols such as:
♥ IBM SNA/SDLC
♥ IBM and Univac BSC
♥ Digital VT100
♥ Honeywell VIP 7250.
The Alfaskop System also hasthe facility to act both as a word
processor and as a remote batch terminal to various host
computers, allowingthe userto edit files and programs offline.
The Wordplex 80.3 G system is an example of a product where
multifunctionality has been added toa text editing system. This
product now has optionsthat allow the user to connect the
terminalto the telex networks or to a videotex system as well
as emulating otherdata terminals. Local user-programmable
facilities are also provided.  
 

 

PRODUCTS EVOLVING FROM SHARED
COMPUTERS
Several minicomputer and mainframe computer
manufacturers offer multifunction office systems
basedon their own computer products. The terminal's
multifunctionality is provided by software running on
a shared processor, rather than within the terminal
itself. The softwareis usually a mixture of application
packages to support generaloffice functions (such
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as text editing and electronic messages), and applica-tion packagesfor particular office environments (suchas accounts and legal applications).
Compared with self-contained workstations, multi-function products of this sort have three mainadvantages:
♥They canprovide services that are shared betweenseveral users (such as electronic mail and com-mon databases).
♥Thesoftware packages can be more sophisticatedbecause mainframes and minicomputers are morepowerful than personal microcomputers, althoughthe difference will becomelessin future.
♥They are based on equipment from existingminicomputeror mainframe suppliers, and so areless likely to experience problems when interfac-ing with data processing systems from these sup-pliers. (This advantageis less apparentin organisa-tions having equipment from a mix of suppliers.)
Against these advantages, multifunction productsevolving from shared computers have three maindisadvantages:
♥Starting costs are higher than with personalmicrocomputers. A minimum numberof users isneeded to justify a relatively large investment incentral systems. (For instance, it is usually easierto justify a stand-alone word Processor than ashared-logic word processor.)
♥All the terminals on a mainframe or minicomputersystem depend heavily on central facilities, and soall are vulnerable to any failure of the centralmachine.
♥When mainframes and minicomputers becomeoverloaded, the response degrades. In contrast,personal microcomputers do not suffer from thiskind of problem.
The costofa typical office system based on a main-frame or minicomputer currently ranges upwardsfrom about $60,000.
These centrally based systems are aimed primarilyat organisations wishing to set up comprehensive of-fice automation systems, rather than organisationslimiting their systemsto individual application oppor-tunities. Figure 8 describes an example of a minicom-puter based system, while figure 9 describes an ex-ample of a mainframe based system.

PRODUCTS EVOLVING FROM PERSONALCOMPUTERS
Mostof the personal microcomputers sold today areoperated as stand-alone devices. But many of the
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Figure 8 Example of a minicomputer-based Product
 

The Hewlett Packard ☁Interactive Office System☂ is based onthe HP3000 series of minicomputers, which can Support upto 144 simultaneous users on one system. A variety of dataterminals, text terminals, printers and plotters can beconnected to the system in various combinations. For example:
♥ Word processing terminals and daisy wheel printers(for use by secretaries andtypists).
♥ Small display terminals (for use by managers).
♥ Personal computers capableof local processing aswell as sharing the resources of the minicomputer(foruse by professionals).
♥ Monochromeorcolour graphics terminals and plotters(for use by specialists).
A common operating system (MPE IV) is used by thesesystems. The software available includes:
♥ A database system (IMAGE/3000).
♥ A networking system (DSN).
♥ A document management system (text editing).
♥ A decision support system (managementreportgenerator and business graphics).
♥ Apersonal computing facility is provided by the HP125personal computer. This product uses the CP/Moperating system for local processing of data (whichmay be extracted from the mincomputer☂sfiles).
♥ An☁organisational communications☂ facility whichconsists of an electronic mail system and a graphicspackage (whichis used to prepare slides forpresentations).
♥ Application software for particular business functionssuch as accounting and personnel systems.
An☁Interactive Office System☂ with 30 to 40 userswill currentlycost about $200,000.  
 

more recently announced products offer optionalcommunication interfacesto the basic product. Theseinterfaces enable the personal microcomputerto actas a terminal, communicating with other computersystems and terminals (including personal microcom-puters) overthe public telecommunication networksor local office networks.
The difference between these products and thosedescribed earlier in this chapteris only a matter ofemphasis. Rather than emulating industry-standardcomputer terminals, personal microcomputers em-phasise the local processing of data and text. Thecheaper, smaller personal microcomputers oftenhavelimited display Capabilities (they may be unableto cater for 80 x 24 character format) and the rangeof emulation packagesavailable maybeverylimited(they may use videotex rather than IBM 3270 pro-tocols, for example).
On the other hand, the rangeof software for personalmicrocomputers can be extensive, particularly forthose products based on a widely used operatingsystem such as CP/M. Indeed, the maincriterion forchoosing a microcomputeris often the availability of

  xFo
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Figure 9 Example of a mainframe-computer-based

  

product
In this example we describe the current range of IBM office
products. This product range has evolved from various separ-
ate products that wereoriginally marketed by separate IBM
divisions. We payparticular attention to the role of the main-
frame computer,andits relationship with minicomputer-based
products and terminal products.

IBM terminal-basedoffice products include:
♥ The ☁Displaywriter☂, which wasoriginally a stand-alone word

processor, but has recently been enhanced to act as a ter-
minal to shared processors such as the IBM 8100 minicom-
puter and the IBM 5520 Administrative System.

♥ The IBM 8775display terminal (a 3270 compatible terminal)
which can act as a text and data terminalfor the IBM 8100
minicomputer.

♥ The IBM 3278 and IBM 3279 display terminals which can
be used as simple text editors (as well as data terminals)
when connected to an IBM mainframe via an IBM 3274 con-
trol unit.

♥ The IBM Personal Computer whichhaslimited communica-
tions capabilities at present. But it may be enhancedto act
as an intelligent (user-programmable)office terminal.

IBM minicomputer-based office products include:

♥ The IBM 5520 Administrative System whichis a shared-logic
word processing system supporting up to 24 active connec-
tions at any one time.

♥ The IBM 8100 minicomputer running software called the ☁Dis-
tributed Office Support Facility☂ (OOSF) which provides users
with both shared-logic word processing and data processing
facilities.

IBM mainframe-based office products include:

♥ The ☁Distributed Office Support System☂ (DISOSS), which
runs on IBM 370, 30XX and 43XX series computers. DISOSS
provides anelectronic system for the distribution andfiling
of documents across a multi-processor network.For example,
documents may be created by a 5520 Administrative System,
an 8100 (DOSF) system or a Displaywriter. They may then
be transmitted to addresses on other IBM devices (6520
Displaywriters, 8100setc.) via a DISOSSsoftware routine
running on an IBM mainframe computer. Also, documents
maybefiled by DISOSS and accessed by using DISOSStext
search or by using more sophisticated retrieval software
such as STAIRS (Storage And Information Retrieval
Software).

♥ The ☁Professional Office System☂ (PROFS), whichis a soft-
ware product aimed primarily at managers and professional
staff. PROFS software runs underthe VM operating system
on any System/370 type computer. Standard visual display
terminals (such as the 3278 and 3279) and standard printers
(such as the 3280, 5210, 6640 and 6670) are used on the
system. A single 43XX computer can support about 20
PROFSusers ♥ larger System/370 computers can support
many more. PROFSfacilities include time management(diary
management, reminders), an electronic mail/intray system,
document preparation, filing and retrieval. The terminals can
also be used to access relevant computerfiles.

♥ The IBM 8815 ☁Scanmaster☂, which is a device that (together
with an IBM mainframe computer using SNA/SDLC com-
munication protocols) captures, stores and communicates
digitised facsimile images. Physically the Scanmaster looks
similar to a medium-sized photocopier. Documents are scan-
ned by the machine, which digitises and compresses the

IBM
mainframe
computer

Ba Bei
Scanmaster

8100
DOSF

Displaywriter

Oo
Ss

images andthentransmits them to an IBM mainframe com-
puter. The digitised electronic imagesare either stored on
discs(for future transmission)or transmitted directly to other
Scanmaster units wherethe imagesare printed. Document
identification, source and destination can be entered into
the system on a control document or by using a keypad.
Image documentscan bestored and transmitted to various
destinations by using DISOSSfacilities running on the main-
frame computer. (Alternatively, the Image Distribution Sys-
tem ♥ IDS ♥ is a PRPQ product which can be usedfor elec-
tronic image distribution in a CICS environment). The Scan-
master can be used also as a computerprinter and as a
photocopier.
The ☁Audio Distribution System☂ (ADS), which is a voice
message system running on an IBMseries 1 machine linked
to an IBM telephone exchange(IBM ♥ 1750 or IBM 3750).
ADSprovidesa voice store-and-forwardfacility that at pre-
sent is separate from IBM's mainframe computer products.
It is probable, however, that ADSwill be enhancedto inter-
face with IBM☂s office systems, possibly using DISOSS as
the central control facility.

An outline diagram showing possible communication links.
betweenthe different IBM office products is given below:
   

 

   

  

   
 

 

   

Scanmaster

6 = hard disc ' \
[&] = floppy disc
© visual display terminal

printer
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application software, rather than hardware charac-teristics.
Current microcomputer products intendedfor the pro-fessional market are increasingly based on 16-bitProcessors rather than 8-bit processors. They gener-ally contain their own back-up storage on floppy discswith an option to add 10 Mbyte hard Winchesterdiscsfor additional storage. Several terminals are oftenconnected together, sharing the same Winchesterdisc, using a local area network developed speciallyfor those terminals.
The main advantagesto the user of personal micro-computersare the low costof processing power, andthe extensive software for office functions such astext editing, spread-sheet analysis, records filemanagement, and graphics.
One common weakness of personal microcomputersis the absence of strong communications supportwithin the product. (For example, users accessingmainframe computer or minicomputer-based datafiles must be familiar with the terminal proceduresforthese computers.) A second weaknessis that soft-ware packagestend to be designed individually, andSo specially written ortailored software is usually re-quired to interface the packages ona microcomputer.
 

Figure 10 Examples of personal microcomputer products
 

The Apple IIE (Europlus) has the following main features andoptions:
♥ An 8-bit microprocessor with 64K bytes of RAM.
♥ Amonochromeorcolour screen.
♥ Floppy disc and winchesterdisc storage.
♥ A variety of operating systems (CP/M, Apple DOS,etc.)and programming languages (COBOL, FORTRAN,FORTH, etc.)
♥ A variety of hard copyprinters.
♥ Various communication interfaces for Operation as asynchronous or asynchronousterminal
♥ Avideotex interface.
Prices for the Apple IIE are currently from $1000 (withoutdisplay). A typical terminal configuration with floppy discstorage and softwarewill currently cost between $2500 and$3000.
The Olivetti M20 has the following main features and options:
♥ A 16-bit microprocessor with between 128K bytes and224K bytes of RAM.
♥ Amonchromeor colour screen (512 x 256 pixels).
♥ Integral floppy disc driver (2 x 320K bytes).
♥ Its own operating system (PCOS) and a BASICcompiler.
♥ Communication serial interfaces for BSC1 and BSC2protocols. 

The main users of personal microcomputersin thebusiness environmentare professionalstaff who areable and willing to learn aboutthe facilities that areprovided. Accountants using financial planning andanalysis packagesare a casein point. In figure 10we describe examples of personal microcomputer-based products.
 

Figure 11 Example ofa local area network multifunctionproduct

 

The Xionics local area network productconsistsof three maincomponents:
♥ A☂Xibus☂ ring network which supports variousspecialised processors (servers) such as

a

file server,a network supervisor and a processor running softwarefor text editing, informationfiling and retrieval,messaging, etc. ☁Xibus☂ operates at a data rate of 10Mbytes/sec
♥ Oneor more☁Xinet☂ ring networks which providesintelligent sockets for local peripherals such asterminals and printers. ☁Xinet☂ networks are connectedto a ☁Xibus☂ ring through a terminal network controller.☁Xinet☂ operates at a data rate of 1 Mbyté/sec.
♥ Intelligent workstations into which software required bythe user is downloaded from ☁Xibus☂ processors. Theworkstation has an optional printer interface.Workstation users can access ☁Xibus☂ facilities andsend messagesto other workstations on the system.
The basic shapesof the Xibus/Xinet network is shown below:

server

= server server

a  

     
terminal network

controller

workstation workstationworkstation
i = intelligent

socket
Communication adaptors which can provide gateways tovarious computers, word Processors, etc., are available. Upto 16 devices using upto four different communication proto-cols, can be attachedin this way. Resilience to system failuremay be increased by duplicatingthe rings and the processors.Micronodesthat can operate as cluster controllers for smallgroups of terminals are under development.
Approximate prices for the Xionics system are:♥ ☁Xibus☂ from $25,000 (single ring) to $60,000(duplicated ring).
♥ ☁Xinet☂ intelligent sockets, from $700 each (single ring)to $1300 each (duplicated ring).
♥ Workstations, from $3000 each.
♥ Communication adaptors, $3500 each.    Prices for the Olivetti M20 are currently from about $3000 ♥ Micronodes, from about $6000 (expected price). 
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PRODUCTS EVOLVING FROM LOCAL AREA
NETWORKS
We mentioned above the connection of personal com-
puters to local area networks (LANs). In a few cases,
a local area network has formed thestarting point for
a similar configuration of intelligent terminals and
shared resources. The capabilities of the resultant
systems are very similar.

Multifunction products based onlocal area networks
provide multifunctionality by giving the user access
to a range of specialised processors (or servers)
rather than concentrating all the processing in the ter-
minal or in a central computer.

The main advantagesof this approachareflexibility
and capacity for growth. For example, processing
units (such asfile servers or electronic mail servers)
may be added as the numberof users and applica-
tions increase. In practice, however, this approach
is limited currently by the absence of local area net-
work standards, and the absenceof low-cost LANin-
terfaces. An example of a multifunction product based
ona local area networkis outlined in figure 11.

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED MULTIFUNCTION
PRODUCTS
Overthelast ten years a great deal of researcheffort
has been concentrated on the design of terminals in-
tended for general purpose multifunctionoffice use.
Becausetheseterminals are for use by non-specialist
staff, designers have tended to concentrate on the
ergonomic aspects of both hardware and software
design. The trendis illustrated by high-resolution
visual display units, symbol commands onthe screen,
and alternatives to keyboards for information input.
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Figure 12 A multifunction workstation: the OTL I.M.P.

 

 

An example of a multifunction workstation is shown
in figure 12.
These terminals all have communications interfaces
that allow them to access shared processors or
shared computer files, and in nearly every case they
have also been designed to communicate with shared
resourcesvia local area networks. They also incor-
porate powerful processorsthat allow mostofthe in-
formation processingto be carried out within the ter-
minal. The other common characteristic shared by
specifically designed multifunction products is that
they offer at least some integration of text and data
with other media ♥ images, speechorhigh resolu-
tion graphics. They are expensive devices(typically
$15,000 to $50,000 each) andoften canonly be cost-
justified for particular applications such as computer-
aided design or graphics design.

Figure 13 (overleaf) shows the main characteristics
of the leading purpose-built multifunction terminals
that are currently available in Europe.
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Figure 13 Examples of purpose-built multifunction terminals
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

  
 

 

Characteristics
Approx.Supplier/Model Hardware Software Communications price perworkstationnologies Keyboard 10 soft function keys Async/Sync to 19.2Kbit/s $10,000aoe Techotegs Eunclion keys Menu ☁ IBM 3270/2780/378038cm diagonaldisplay CTOSoperating system X.25/HDLC34 rows by 80/132 columns Multi-tasking10 x 15 pixels/character COBOL/FORTRAN/

soft character fonts BASIC/PASCALmulti-window Text editing
16-bit processor Program developmenttools
128K-1M byte RAM Business graphicsStand alone and 1-16 terminal Information storage/retrievalcluster
.5M byte floppy discs
5 to 32M byte hard disc

Office Technology Ltd Keyboard Menu Async/Sync to 19.2K bit/s $12,0001.M.P. Function keys Text editing High speed controller toSpeech Electronic mail controller38cm diagonaldisplay Diary i36 rows by up to 163 columns Information storage/retrieval9 x 16 pixels/character Voice annotation of documentstwo 128 character set fonts16-bit processor
128K bytes RAM
Controller + 1 to 32 terminal cluster80-640M bytes
(approx. 10M byte/user)

Apple Keyboard Soft function keys Async/Syne $12,000Lisa Mouse/cursor/icons Multi-window IBM 3270/DEC VT100/TTY30cm diagonaldisplay Multi-tasking (LAN being developed)720 x 364 pixelbit plane BASIC/COBOL/PASCAL16-bit processor Text editing1M byte RAM Electronic mailStand-alone or network Graphics1.5M byte floppy discs Information storage/retrieval5M byte hard disc Spreadsheetanalysis
Project managementXerox 8011/8012 Star Keyboard Icons Async/Synce $15,000 to24 function keys Text editing IBM 3270/TTY $20,000Mouse/cursor/icons Electronic mail Ethernet LAN38cm diagonaldisplay Graphics1024 x 809 pixelbit plane Information storage/retrievalUp to 8 character set fonts16-bit processor

92K bytes RAMStand alone and networkofterminals/servers
1.2M byte floppy discs823M byie hard disc

Apollo Domain Keyboard Soft function keys Async/Syncto 19.2K bit/s $15,000400/420/600 Function keys Menu IBM 3270/HASP/TTY38cm or 48cm diagonal display Multi-window Apollo Domain tokenring1024 x 800pixel bit plane Multi-tasking LAN(12M bit/s)or 1024 x 1024 pixel bit plane AEGIS operating systemColour option FORTRAN/PASCALIC32-bit processor Text editing.5 to 3.5M bytes RAM Program development toolsStand alone or network Sophisticated graphics1.2M byte floppy discs Information storage/retrieval33-66M byte hard disc
WangAlliance Keyboard Menu Async/Sync $15,000 toSpeech Soft function keys IBM 3270/2780/3780/ $20,000Image promised CP/M operating system 2741/TTY28cm diagonal display BASIC Wangnet/WISE LAN16-bit processor Text editing64K bytes RAM (+ 128K in Electronic mailcontroller) Diary/time management1 to 32 terminals + controller Information storage/retrieval1M byte floppy discs Store and forward voice80-1100M byte hard discThree Rivers Keyboard Multi-window Async/Syneto 9.6K bit/s $30,000 +Perq Function keys Unix operating system Interfaces to Ethernet andTablet (cursor control + buttons) PASCAL/FORTRANI/C Cambridge Ring35cm diagonaldisplay Sophisticated graphics LANS.1024 x 768 pixelbit plane Information storage/retrievalSpeech

16-bit processor.5-1M byte RAMStand alone or network1M byte floppy discs
24M byte hard disc
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CHAPTER4

USER EXPERIENCE WITH MULTIFUNCTION APPLICATIONS

In this chapter we present five case histories that
describe the application of multifunction products in
user organisations. At present there are very few
organisations with extensive experience of multifunc-
tion products ♥ most users have not progressed
beyonda pilot or experimental stage. Nevertheless,
there are lessonsto be learnt from their experiences
to date.

The casehistoriesillustrate five different approaches
to multifunction installations:

♥Theuse of data terminals as multifunction devices.
♥The use of microcomputer systems.
♥Theuse of a mainframe computer system.
♥Theuse of a local area network system.
♥The planned useof self-contained multifunction

workstations.

At the end ofthe chapter, we draw somegeneral con-
clusions based on these case histories and on the
experiences of other organisations that we have
investigated.

CASE HISTORY A ♥ THE USE OF DATA
TERMINALS AS MULTIFUNCTION DEVICES

This case history describes two applications where
specially developed multifunction data terminals were
installed to meet specific requirements.

Company A is a merchant bankthat has considerable
experience of mainframe and minicomputer systems.
Two departments in this bank have replaced data ter-
minals with intelligent terminals to perform multi-
function tasks.

Following aninternal reorganisation the first depart-
ment (which had beenresponsible for various bank-
ing transactions) was given additional responsibilities
for insurance transactions. These transactions in-
volved a considerable amount of textual work which
could not be handled conveniently by existing data
terminals. The department therefore faced a choice
betweenseparate terminals (with separate operators)
and multifunction terminals. It chose to adopt a
multifunction terminal solution; separate terminals
would have been more costly and (with separate
operators) less flexible.

he Butler Cox Founda
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In the second department, the need wasto provide
foreign exchange dealers with terminals they would
use in two ways. First, for online accessto a variety
of different information sources (external services
such as Reuters Money Dealing Service and A.P. Dow
Jones, as well as an internal information service).
Second,to enter data into the internal data process-
ing system.In this environment, the main benefits of
using multifunction terminals rather than data ter-
minals were that dealers could retrieve information
and process exchange transactions more quickly.
This was an important business advantage in the
foreign exchange market.

To meet the requirements of the two departments the
bank agreed on the needfor two different types of
terminal. Both terminals were specially built to the
bank☂s specification because the requirements could
not be met by commercially available products.

For the banking and insurance function, the visual
display terminals incorporated a Z80 microprocessor
and RAM to give the operators a local text editing
function. Clerks using these banking/insurance ter-
minals could generate the special clauses and des-
criptive items needed in an insurance policy. The ter-
minals were connected to the bank☂s mainframe com-
puterin a star network so that completed transactions
could be entered into the main business systems.In
some cases, the transactions resulted in telex
messages being generated automatically by the main-
frame computer.

The foreign exchange dealer terminals consisted of
two display screens and a keyboardlinked to a local
microprocessor. The microprocessorallowed users
to switch betweenthedifferent information services
by entering commandsthrough the keyboard; it also
provided a calculation facility for foreign exchange
negotiations.

The hardware for each banking/insurance terminal
cost about $2,000 each. Software development costs
totalled about $25,000 for the system. The foreign
exchange dealer terminals cost about $5,000 each.
To date 30 banking/insurance terminals and 35
foreign exchange dealer terminals have been
installed.

Both the clerks and the foreign exchange dealers
needed moretraining on multifunction terminals than
they had needed previously on data terminals.
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The banking/insurance terminals may be enhancedin the nearfuture to provide an electronic mail systemfor internal use, and to connect users to the publicteletex service.
The foreign exchange dealer terminals also may beenhanced to provide colour displays and connectionto the United Kingdom Stock Exchange☂s privatevideotex service (Topic).

CASE HISTORY B ♥ THE USE OFMICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
This case history describes the replacement of anexisting data terminal system by a multifunctionsystem based on a microcomputer.
CompanyB is a multinational automobile manufac-turer. The company makes extensive use of IBMmainframe computers for data processing.
The company has encouraged its dealers to purchaseOlivetti M20 microcomputers for ordering cars andspare parts. By the end of 1982, ten dealers hadreplaced their existing data terminals with Olivettimicrocomputers able to communicate with the com-pany☂s IBM mainframe computers.

For placing orders, the Olivetti multifunction systemhas two main advantagesoverthe previousdata ter-minals system:
♥lIt provideslocalintelligence to assist with orderentry, and it speeds up the daily transfer of datato the company☂s IBM computers.(Dealerinforma-tion is transmitted each night for processing.)
♥ It provides processing facilities for use by dealersthemselves ♥ a strong incentive for dealers to pur-chase the equipmentin thefirst place. (An account-ing system is planned for late 1983.)
The companyalso hopesthatthe system will increaseits share of the market by makingit easier for dealersto place orderswith it rather than withits competitors.

The Olivetti microcomputer was chosen because ofits competitive price (about $5,000) and storagecapacity. Company B spent about 18 monthsspeci-fying and developing communication protocolsto linkthe Olivetti microcomputer with its IBM mainframecomputer. Olivetti subcontracted the communicationsoftware workto a software house which, in turn, sub-contracted the work to a third company. There wasan eight month delay in obtaining the communicationsoftware.
The dealers, however, have found the Olivetti system
easy to use and there have beenfew difficulties in
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persuading them to adoptit. Little training was re-
quired becausethe dealers were already familiar with
previous data terminal systems.In practice, the data
entry time has beensignificantly reduced using the
new system (to half an hour per day) and the daily
transmission to the IBM mainframe computer now
takes 30 seconds compared with 45 minutes using
the old system. The companyplans to develop thesystem to provide additionalfacilities for dealers. It
also intends to increase the numberof dealers usingthe system.

CASE HISTORY C ♥ THE USE OF A
MAINFRAME COMPUTER SYSTEM
This case history highlights how pilot projects basedon recently developed multifunction products for useby senior managers can run into a variety ofdifficulties.
CompanyC is a large manufacturing anddistributionorganisation. It is a large user of IBM mainframe com-puters for conventional data processing applications.
In 1980 oneof the operating divisions of the companylaunched a programmeto improve its managerialefficiency. One goal was to reduce the number ofmanagementlevels and to increase the average spanof managementcontrol. An improvementin office pro-cedures was seen as an important part of thisexercise.
At that time no office automation system wasavail-able that could clearly improve managerial effec-tiveness. The company did not carry out a formalfeasibility study. Instead, it set up

a

pilottrial with avery broad objective ♥ to move towards a paperlessoffice for managers and secretaries.
It selected IBM asthe supplier becauseit was familiarwith IBM, and becauseit anticipated a need for com-patibility betweenoffice systems andits existing IBMSNA network. It recognised the pioneering nature ofthe pilot study andrestricted the applications to dataand text systems only.
IBM☂s recommendation wasthat the pilot trial shouldbe implemented on the then recently announcedDISOSS and DOSFsystems on existing mainframesand a numberof 8100 minicomputers. (See chapter 3for descriptions of DISOSS and DOSF.)
These products provided a number of ☁office tools☂for managersin finance, sales, and central manage-ment services. The main office tools were:
♥Text editing.
♥Electronicfiling/retrieval of information.
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♥Electronic messaging (mailbox, intrays).
♥Access to data held in mainframe files and the

ability to incorporate this data into office system
documents. (This facility was provided by software
developed by the company.)

Atrial installation was planned with 57 terminals and
three IBM 8100 machines connected to the SNA net-
work. The terminals selected were a mixture of IBM
8775 display terminals for managers and IBM 3732
text terminals for secretaries.

Thepilot trial was started in the autumnof 1981 with
staff training sessions scheduled for November. At
that point, it became clear that the system had some
serious deficiencies. For example:

♥The procedural language used on the 8100s
resulted in long response times.

♥There wereinconsistencies within the system. For
example, the commands used in DOSF and
DISOSS wereinconsistent.

♥There wasnofacility to refer to users by name.
It was not easy to use the system directories
relating name and documentidentifiers. (Users had
to keep their own pencil and paper directories.)

♥The 8775 terminals could not be used to amend
text as they did not have the IDTF facility.

As

a

result, company C re-appraised the office system
products on the market. Again, none of the products
available matched the company☂s requirements, and
the products then being developed by other suppliers
would not be available quickly enough. IBM offered
to implement the improved DISOSSII, which incor-
porated someof the changes requested by the com-
pany; and also made some of the IDTF versions of
the 8775 terminal available in advanceoftheir general
release. The company decided to upgrade the pro-
ducts as suggested by IBM.

The new release of DISOSS wasable to identify staff
by name. An☁intray☂ facility that allowed usersto in-
dex, delete or modify documents and send them to
other users wasalso available as part of the standard
product.

Training recommenced on the new system in
November 1982. In the meantime, however, the mix
of users had changed. The sales staff had largely
opted outofthepilottrial since the system least suited
their needs. (Field sales managers were used to

a

full
secretarial service handling their mail and other docu-
ments during the day. They were provided with a ☁pro-
cessed☂ package of information when they briefly
called in the office at the end of each day.)

Within two months of re-starting the trial using
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DISOSSII, the main sponsoring user decided that the
expected benefits could not be achieved with the
system and withdrew from the trial.

Whenweinterviewed this company, the outcome of
its trial was uncertain, although somefacilities will
probably be retained:

♥One or more of the 8100s will be retained to pro-
vide a word processing system.

♥Somefinancial analysts will continue to use ter-
minals for personal computing on the IBM
mainframes.

♥Afew directors and managerswill also continue
to use terminals linked to the mainframe for
specific applications.

The management services department recognised
that it had encountered problemsin using recently
developed products and that adverse user reaction
had limited the scope ofthe pilot trial. And although
they believe that the IBM approachfollowsthe right
strategic route, they consider that price and perfor-
mancelevels need to be improved.

CASE HISTORY D ♥ THE USE OF A
LOCAL AREA NETWORK SYSTEM
This case history describesa largetrial of multifunc-
tion terminals used by managers, professionals and
their support staff. The multifunction terminals are
based on a local area network.

CompanyD is a division of a large process manufac-
turing organisation. Its data processing systems are
based on IBM, DEC and Prime computers. It also
makes extensive use of word processors (mainly
Vydec and Wordplex) and personal computers (mainly
Commodore and Apple). The company has

a

private
data network (giving asynchronous terminal users
accessto different computersvia a data switch) and
several IBM SNA networks.

Company D has beenactively investigating the use
of office systems over the pastfour years. Thepriority
requirementsidentified for office systems were:

♥To support managers and professionals who might
need accessto different computers for commer-
cial data processing applications, financial modell-
ing work and text editing.

♥Toprovide thesefacilities in such a way thatinfor-
mation could easily be shared by users via an elec-
tronic messaging/mail system.

The company recognised that these requirements
could be met in one of two ways:
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♥ Either, each user could be provided with the appro-priate numberof single-function terminal products.
♥Or, eachusercould be provided with a multifunc-tion product capable of meeting his requirements.
The single-function terminal approach wasrejected
on the groundsof excessive cost and space require-ments. Instead, the company chose to adopt a multi-
function terminal approach.
In 1979, whenthis decision wastaken,suitable multi-
function terminals were not available. So the companychosea local area network (LAN)for inter-connectingterminals and providing accessto a rangeoffacilities,including flexible access to different computers. The
Xionics Xinet (described on page 18) was the pro-
ductthat cameclosest to matching the requirementswith a high levelof reliability. Since 1980 companyD has worked closely with Xionics to develop thefacilities required.
The system was developed to provide managers,pro-fessionals and secretaries with easy and economiccomputing and word processing.A further attractionwasthat electronic mail, messaging, telex and per-sonal computing were also provided as integratedfacilities.
Oneparticular business area was chosenforthefirstinstallation. This area consisted of some 70managers, professionals, clerks and secretaries,nearly all of whom were on onesite. About 50 Xionicsworkstations have beeninstalled. The facilities pro-vided include:
♥Accessto a local DEC 10 computervia a Gandalfdata switch.
♥Accessto remote IBM 3081 machinesvia leasedlines using 3270 protocol emulation.
♥Personal computing (CP/M compatible).
♥Private diary and informationfiling for each user.
♥Word processing (and links to Vydec wordprocessors).
♥Theability to receive and generate telexes that canbe communicated via a telex message switch.
The companyinvested a great deal of effort both inspecifying the requirements of the system prior toinstallation and in training the users. The specifica-
tions were generated by working parties comprisingboth systemsstaff and users who werefamiliar with
current office practices.
The training of new users includedinitial awareness
training using informal seminars (and videofilms) for
small groups of about six people. Individual detailed
training lasted about ten hours on average but varied
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between one hour and 35 hours dependingon indivi-dual needs. Follow-up training was also provided to
resolve any problems encountered by users.
The company has identified the following benefits
from its use of the system:
-♥A mucheasierinterface to its existing computersystems. (For example, before the multifunctionsystem wasinstalled, DEC computer users wouldfirst go through a sign-on dialogue with the dataswitch, then through a second dialogue with thecomputer before logging on. Now users need onlypress two function keys on the multifunction ter-minal to achieve the sameresult.)
♥Savingsin the time needed to prepare simple inter-nal memos.(Despite the fact that managers do nothaveto learnto type to use the system, some havetaken to typing their own short memos.)
♥Telexes are generated and sent more quickly. Andoutgoing telexes now contain fewer errors ♥ about1 per cent of telexes have errors now, comparedwith 10 per cent previously. Now, managers seeincoming telexes whenthey arrive rather than hav-ing to wait for the internal messenger.
♥Some important documents are now producedearlier than before. (The annual marketing reportsare produced three monthsearlier than in previousyears.) And the electronic version can easily bekept up to date.
♥Managers savetime, estimated at between onehalf hour every two weeksand about 15 weeks peryear.
♥The companyis able to respond more quickly tourgent demands.
Company D hasfoundit difficult to cost-justify theinvestmentof about $500,000 on the system becauseit has been difficult to gain a complete and accuratepictureofthe total benefits. Nevertheless, users havegenerally regarded the new system as a success. Thecostof each terminalis about $9,000 including all thenecessary shared resourcesand furniture. (The termi-nals themselves cost about $3,000.) Future enhance-ments will include the addition of videotexcommunication.

CASE HISTORY E ♥ THE PLANNED USEOF SELF-CONTAINED MULTIFUNCTIONWORKSTATIONS
This case history concernsoneofthe few organisa-tions that is planning the widespreadintroduction ofmultifunction workstations, rather than just carryingout limited pilot trials.
CompanyE is a large bank with some 2,000 branches.

jutler Cox Foundation
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Its existing data processing systems support some
4,000 terminals based on IBM, Logabax and Cll-
Honeywell Bull machines.
The main impetus toward the use of multifunction
workstations derives from a special study that was
started in 1979 to report on how data processing
systems should be developed to cater for branch
automation. (Existing equipment in the branches was
nearing the endofits usefullife.) The study identified
the need to meet a range of branch requirements
without introducing a variety of different devices.
The study has led to the specification of a new com-
puting and communicationsinfrastructure consisting
of amain computing centre, a numberof intermediate
computer centres, and multifunction terminals in the
branches.

Atfirst, the main applications in the brancheswill be
the consolidation and monitoring of loanfiles, other
data processing applications, and general office appli-
cations such as word processing. Online transaction
processing, electronic messaging and personal com-
puting will be added later.

Theplan is for about 1,000 terminals to be installed.
in the first phase. This numberwill grow to about
12,000 terminals over the seven year period 1983-
1989.
To avoid dependence ona single supplier, the bank
plansto select three different suppliers. Thefirst two
products have been selected ♥ the Philips PTS 6000
and the ThomsonCorail-B 4000(this is the same pro-
duct as the Convergent Technology workstation refer-
red to in figure 13, chapter3).

Invitations to tender wereissued in March 1982 with
the first terminals dueforinstallation in mid 1983. The
terminal suppliers are responsible for providing all the
communicationsinterfacing in the terminals. (Thom-
son has added word processing toits software.)

Training will be provided by special sections set up
within each group, and will be carried out by the
bank☂s ownstaff, who will be trained initially by the
terminal suppliers.

The problems encountered have mainly involved
negotiations with suppliers and the development of
communication interfaces.

The new system hasbeencost-justified by replacing
obsolescent equipment and by meeting new user
requirements. Benefits are also expected from bet-
ter business management(more independenceby the
branches, a higher quality of work, less time spent
on administrative work, etc.).

The Butler Cox Foundation
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LESSONS LEARNT FROM USER EXPERIENCE
Somegeneral lessons can belearnt both from these
casehistories and from the other users and suppliers
weinterviewed during our research.
There are three principal reasons for slow growthin
the use of multifunction products for office work:
♥ Difficulties in establishing firm cost-justification.
♥Thehighcostof multifunction products ($10,000 +

per user).
♥Thelack of maturity of multifunction products.
The most commonapplications of multifunction ter-
minals arise where users already have a need for
morethan onesingle-function terminal. (For instance,
for data processing on different computers, and for
word processing.)

In this environment,the primary justification for multi-
function products is to overcome the problems of
space and inconvenience associated with multiple
single-function terminals. Cost savings, if they exist,
are of secondary importance.

Webelieve that suppliers have tended to design termi-
nals with more functions than mostusersreally need.
So multifunction terminals are often unnecessarily
expensive. While nearly all the organisations weinter-
viewed did not believe that they should install multi-
function products as a blind actof faith, most organi-
sations had only a very broad, long term, economic
justification for their proposed multifunction installa-
tions.
In practice, many multifunction products have been
implemented aspilottrials in co-operation with sup-
pliers. The underlying reason for such experimenta-
tion is often a recognition of the increasing costof
office staff ♥ particularly managers and profession-
als ♥ and thefalling cost of electronics. But one
lesson from the users☂ experience to dateis thatit
is not sufficient to implement a system providing a
generalsetof office tools and hopethat users will gain
benefits from them ♥ the results are almost always
disappointing.

In contrast, serious attention should be givento inves-
tigating the requirements (and current practices)in
an office prior to deciding whichparticular tools are
appropriate to those users.

Most of the organisations we interviewed that had
analysed their requirements foundthat current pro-
ducts did not offer a close matchto their particular
needs. Most users had written special software to
carry out the particular functions they required. Office
system suppliers have often developed products that
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do not meetcriteria that are vital to product accept-ance. For example, much effort has been expendedon the ergonomics of terminal design. Much lesseffort has been given to ensuring that the products
fulfil real user needs.
No evidence emerged from our research that multi-functionality is better provided by a multifunctionworkstation than by a multifunction system.
Until both users and suppliers gain a better under-standing of office automation, approachesthat allowflexibility and a low costentry level will be preferableto approachesthat restrict choice and demand a highinitial investment.
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Users of multifunction products mustinvestin a signi-ficant level of training. End-user involvement should
start during the initial stages of system selection and
design ♥ not just during post-implementationtrain-
ing sessions. The moreradical the changein jobs andprocedures,the greater the needfor user involvementand education.
Although user organisations mayfind it difficult tocost-justify every multifunction installation, theyshould, nevertheless, specify clear objectives andestablish mechanisms to monitor the effects ofchange. During our research we were surprised tofind that mostpilot trials gave verylittle attention tothese key areas.
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CHAPTER 5

TRENDS IN THE USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCTS

In chapter 3 we discussed the wide spectrum of pro-
ducts able to provide office workers with multifunc-
tion facilities. The long term trend toward higher staff
costs and lower office equipment costs will increas-
ingly encouragethe use of multifunction products in
the office. But the currentposition is one of supplier
push rather than marketpull. The variety of products
confuses potential users, increasing the difficulty of
making a rational choice. All too often, none of the
products is exactly right.

In this chapterwetry to predict how this mismatch
between products and needswill be resolved, and we
discussthelikely evolutionary paths that suppliers and
users will follow. First, we examine trendsin the use
of multifunction products. Then we look at supplier
strategies, and suggest the ways in which multifunc-
tion products will evolve.

TRENDSIN THE USE OF MULTIFUNCTION
PRODUCTS
Some large organisations will continue to carry out
pilot trials of sophisticated office systems ♥ using
multifunction workstations and local area network
systems or minicomputer-based systems. This ap-
proach will be widespread in the early stages of
market development when supplierstry to establish
a position in the market. Suppliers often treatinitial
sales as part of the product development exercise,
particularly if generous government support is avail-
able for fundingpilot trials. But we do notbelieve that
the experienceofthesepilottrials will encourage the
pioneers to move quickly to install similar systems on
a large scale ♥ the costs will be too high and the
benefits too intangible.

A few organisationswill take a long term view of the
☁office of the future☂ in the context of their long term
business strategy, to establish the communications
infrastructure that will be required to support com-
plex interrelated office systems (see Foundation
Report No. 29 ♥ Implementing Office Systems). But
many organisations will tend to react to more im-
mediate pressures.

Weseetheintroduction of multifunction systemsbe-
ing driven by two main factors:

♥User demandfor multifunctionality. This demand
will often be limited to a narrow rangeof functions
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and specific applications ♥ general purpose of-
fice tools often provide only partial solutions. The
exceptions will be very specific applications, such
as computer-aided design or the preparation of
high quality printed documents incorporating
graphics. Here, the more sophisticated purpose-
built system will be justified by increased
productivity.

♥Thefall in price of personal computers. Personal
computers form a very low-cost equipment base
that can be adapted to meet the needsofindividual
users. For this reason we expect personal com-
puters to become widely used as multifunction
devices. The entry of the IBM Personal Computer
will also tend to makethe use of the personal com-
puter respectable in business.

Additional functions will increasingly be added to
multifunction products at marginal cost. This trend will
apply to simple personal computers as well as to more
sophisticated multifunction products.

In the immediate future we see the predominant
needs of the marketplace to be for fairly simple
multifunction products that have the flexibility for
growth and enhancement as the users gain
experience.

SUPPLIER STRATEGIES AND PRODUCT
EVOLUTION
The suppliers of multifunction office products have
a variety of different backgroundsthatare reflected
in their products. Leading suppliers of multifunction
products include:

♥Computer manufacturers (mainframe and mini-
computers).

♥Terminal manufacturers (data/graphics).
♥Office terminal manufacturers (text).
♥Personal computer manufacturers.
♥Telecommunication equipment manufacturers

(PABX and telephone).
♥Local area network manufacturers.

Thefirst four of these are the most important sources
of multifunction products.
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Mostof the suppliers already have an established
customer basefortheir existing products, and so have
a clear incentive to build their new multifunction pro-
ducts business on that base. Suppliers often try to
☁push☂ existing customers to adoptthe kind ofoffice
system that suits their product line. For example,
traditional computer suppliers often recommend
multifunctionality based on a shared processor and
unintelligent terminals; telecommunication suppliers
recommend terminals based on a central data-
switching PABX; and personal computer suppliers
recommendintelligent terminals as a key elementin
a multifunction system.
Figure 14 illustrates the different supplier strategies
and the types of multifunction product that result from
these strategies.
Thesestrategies are clearly evidentin the continual
stream of new product announcements from sup-
pliers in the ☁convergence☂ industries illustrated infigure 14. In practice, the distinctions between multi-function products are not as clearly defined as the

figure might suggest. For example,all the major com-puter suppliers have at last recognised the impor-tance of the personal microcomputer ♥ thedistri-butionof intelligence in computer networks will notstop at the minicomputer level. A key factor in therapid growth of the personal computer market hasbeen the very low costs involved. This has beenachieved because of the economies of scale madepossible by supplying a large home (entertainment)market. Many families now have a multifunction ter-minal (entertainment, accounting, educational) in theirhome, although few people yet havethese facilitiesin their office.
As the business personal computer market grows, itwill inevitably force downtheprice of other competingdevices. A $500 microcomputerwith $100 of softwareand a $1,500 printer can offer most of the functionsof a word processor currently costing perhaps threetimes as much. Admittedly, the graphicfacilities pro-vided by a personal computerare not up to the qualitystandards of some purposedesigned office products.But, given the stimulation of the market by low-cost
 

Figure 14 Multifunction product supplier strategies
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hobbyist products, even the prices of professional
workstationswill fall. And, as prices fall, suppliers of
conventional data processing systemswill find it in-
creasingly hard to controltheir traditional user base
(except for user organisations having a strong cen-
trally controlled managementservices group able to
prevent the spread of low-cost personal computers).

Personal computer terminals can also becomepart
of an office system based on a local area network.
Users of personal computers can migrate from stand-
alone terminals to a linked networkof terminals, each
able to operate independently, and each able to ac-
cess more expensiveitems of equipment such as high
quality printers or commonfile storage units. (For ex-
ample, a Nestar network for Apple computers.) This
particular aspectof local area network development
is covered morefully in Foundation Report No. 38 ♥
Selecting Local Network Facilities.

Looking to the future, we do not believe that any one
particular means of providing multifunctionality will
be adopted universally. But we do believe thatit is
possible to distinguish a commonsetof features that
will result from the evolution paths being followed by
the different multifunction product suppliers:

♥Eachuserwill have processing power immediately
available at the terminal. Commonly used applica-
tion software will be permanently residentin the

terminal; less frequently used software will be
quickly downloaded from a common store when
required.

♥Eachterminalwill be able to communicate with
other terminals within the office, on the samesite,
or at remote locations. Local networkfacilities,
wide area private networks and public networks of
different types will all be used.

♥Each terminal will have access to shared
resources such as powerful processors, largefiles
and quality printers. Local networkswill have a key
role in such systems.

♥The design of the terminal, and its capabilities, will
differ according to the needs of the individual.
These needs will depend on the type of user
(manager, engineer, secretary, etc.) and on the
type of office work performed.

Recent research carried out by Butler Cox suggests
the emergenceof six distinct families of products,
each with its own particular terminal options. The
main characteristics of the six families, and their
areas of application are shown in figure 15.

These product families are systems rather than in-
dividual terminals. They consist of terminals and other
units linked by a local networkthatwill be based either
on a data-switching PABX ora local area network.

 
Figure 15 Multifunction office systemsin the future
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**Pseudo Paper System (PPS) e\l|e\|e vy |v Large paperfiles requiring $40,000
facsimile images

**Message Pad System (MPS) wlel|e e v

|

Text and image communications $14,000
(principals and secretaries)

Display Phone Switch (DPS) vy lr |e Voice communications plus $2,000
data/text retrieval for principals and|
support staff       
 
v = primary feature
@ = secondaryfeature
*These costs arelikely to fall rapidly over the next 5 years.
**These systemswill not be extensively used over the next 5 years compared with the other types of system shownin the table.
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CHAPTER 5 TRENDS IN THE USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCTS

The main terminal options within each family are listedin figure 16. The way that existing products will evolvetoward these six families is shown in figure 17.
In the next five years, the Data Workstation Network

approach will be the most commonly implementedtype of system. As users and organisations becomemore familiar with their capabilities, they will progress
to the Integrated Workstation Network.

 
Figure 16 Typical product options within each office system family

 Type of system Products Options
 Office videotex system

hy
o . TV based terminal

. Purpose-built office terminal
3. Shared computer A colourdisplay

Communication gateways to public
services
 Data workstation networks

Oa
kw
rw
- . A workstation

A local area network
. File servers
. Print servers
. A mailbox facility
. Communication gateways and
modems

. OCR

PSTN
PSS
ISDN
Teletex
SNA
 Integrated workstation networks

wn

. Workstation

. Voicegram switch
Other facilities as per data
workstation networks

Colour display
Printer
Floppy discs
Hard discs
As per data workstation networks
 Pseudo paper systems

a
o
n Workstations (including scanners)

. On-line storage system
. Archive storage system
OCR
Communication gateways

10M byte - 100M byte
1000M byte - 10,000M byte
PSTN
Telex/teletex
 Message pad systems . Workstation

Shared processor

. Electronicfile

. OCR

Display
Printer
Office functions software
Calculator/programming software
Transaction processing software
10M byte - 100M byte
 Display phone switch  o

m
o

NO
OR

. Feature phone
Display phone

. Communication gateways

. Voicegram switch
Electronic mailbox

. Shared processor

. Telephone answering support  Data channel
Different screen sizes and keyboardsPSS
Data networks
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Figure 17 Evolution paths for multifunction terminals
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CHAPTER 6

KEY ISSUES FOR POTENTIAL USERS OF MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCTS

In chapter 5 we predicted the main trends in user
applications and suppliers☂ products. As multifunction
products mature, the match between products and
user applications will improve significantly. But what
about the decisions that need to be made today?
Should multifunction products beinstalled and, if so,
whatkind of product? And what are the implications
of multifunction products for the other systems and
communication needs of the organisation? In this
chapter we look at the key issues underlying these
decisions.

THE USE AND JUSTIFICATION OF
MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCTS
We can distinguish four main situations in whichmultifunction products may be used today:
♥Natural extensions to existing data processingsystems whereindividual users becomeinvolvedin a variety of application systemsrequiring differ-ent terminal features. Existing single-function ter-minals will be replaced by multifunction ones, themain justification being reduced cost and savingin office and desk space. Situations where thisreplacementis likely to occur include cases whereusers need to access both accounting data andtechnicalinformation held on different computers,and where users needto incorporate computer-held data within text documents. The additionalfunctions may be added overa period oftime.
♥Specific new applicationsfor individual users who,for example, need to access data or computer sys-tems, manipulate the data, and incorporateit invarious documents. Typically, the user will be aprofessional ♥ either administrative or technical.Thedistinction betweenthis situation and the onedescribed above is that the requirement is veryoften identified by the user himself, rather than bymanagementservicesstaff. The terminal may notresult in staff savings, but will enable reports andmanagementcontrolinformation to be generated

more quickly and mayresult in improved businessperformance.Provided the cost of the terminalis
low enough($1,500, say), expensive professional
staff may not need to provide firm cost-justifica-
tions.

♥Very specific applications where groupsofoffice
workers (not necessarily in the same department)
have a common, well-defined purpose which
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involves data and textual communication betweenthemselvesand other business associates(includ-ing customers and suppliers). Two examples aregroups responsible for document production (ten-
ders for capital goods, or handbooks, cataloguesetc.), and groups responsible for the controlof verylarge capital equipmentprojects. Improvedeffec-tiveness in these groupsof office workers is oftenmore visible than a general improvement in thelevels of managerial performance throughout anorganisation. Justification for the multifunctionsystem will be in terms of a measurably improvedbusiness performanceratherthanstaff time sav-
ings or cost reductions.

♥Organisations which wishto improvetheir general
Office efficiency across one or more departments.
Theywill implement a generaloffice utility incorpor-
atingfiling andretrieval of information, text editing,
electronic messaging and mail, personal diaries
and scheduling of meetings. Voicegram services
mayalso be provided. The generalofficeutility is
intended for use by all levels of staff from senior
executives to secretaries, possibly with different
kinds of terminal for different types of job. There
is usually no clear short-term necessity to intro-
duce multifunction products. In the longer term,
however, an investmentin office automation may
have to be made to minimise the effects of rising
administrative staff costs. As the proportionof staff
employedin the ☁office worker☂ sector of the com-
panyincreases, pressureswill grow to replacestaff
by office equipment.

A theoretical calculation of benefits may be based onnominal savings in the time of principals and secre-
taries, although these savings will not generally be
realised without a substantial re-organisation of tasks
and responsibilities. The theoretical savings claimedfor the introduction of managerial/secretarial supportsystems offering text editing, electronic mail, infor-mation storage andretrieval, etc. are typically about15 per cent of the manager's time. Taking the costof a managerat about $40,000 per annum,the timesaving is equivalent to $6,000 per annum ♥theoretically sufficient to justify a moderately pricedworkstation (say $10,000). In practice, mostuserswillalso expect to benefit from improved quality andtimeliness of office work. Such benefits could bemuchhigher than the benefits from theoretical timesavings, but are even harder to demonstrate inpractice.
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CHAPTER 6 KEY ISSUES FOR POTENTIAL USERS OF MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCTS

A further difficulty in justifying general purpose multi-
function products is the needto install facilities for
acertain minimum numberofstaff if benefits are to
be achieved. For example, a sufficient number of
users must use an electronic messaging facility to
makeit worthwhile. This implies that the ☁general pur-
pose☂ installations will have to be reasonably large
which, in turn, increases the investment neededin
the early stages of such a project.

Choice of application
In many casesthe applications described abovewill
become identified as existing systems, and their
users, expandinto related areas of work. Staff who
investigate specific system developments should also
be aware of multifunction opportunities. They should
consider whether additional user needs could be met
at marginal costbyinstalling multifunction rather than
single-function systems.This implies that those who
install multifunction products ♥ end users
themselves or management services staff ♥ need
to take a broad look at the workof users affected by
a new (or replacement) system, rather than merely
concentrating on the main application.

Generalofficeutilities should be considered carefully
before any significant investments are made. Most
organisationsthat install these systems do so prim-
arily to gain experience of multifunction products, and
very few have achieved quantifiable business
benefits.
User experience strongly suggests that installing
general purpose multifunction products at random,
without an analysis of requirements and a clear
definition of business objectives, will usually have
disappointing results. Potential applications should be
investigated to identify where general purpose facili-
ties can be used effectively, and to identify where

tailoring or adaptation of the system is needed. For
a pilot trial to be meaningful, the key performance
parameters of the area concerned should beidenti-
fied and measured before the new system is installed.
Positive changes in these performance parameters
can then be used to justify further installations of
general purpose systemsin other areas of the busi-
ness. Negative changes may force organisations to
re-think their approach. (Foundation Report No. 29 ♥
Implementing Office Systemsis very relevant to the
implementation of multifunction office systems. For
example, it describes the selection of groups ofstaff
to minimise problems associated with electronic
messaging andit recommends specific approaches
to investigation and installation.)

CHOICE OF MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCTS
The very different situations in which multifunction
products may be used will ensure that no one multi-
function product(or range of products)will suit all user
organisations. But our research and analysis suggests
that certain kinds of product are often more suitable
for certain types of application. Figure 18 illustrates
this point, using the categories of product described
in chapter 3.
Theinstallation of multifunction products should be
treated as any other serious systems application ♥
user requirements should first be identified and pro-
ducts evaluated against them. And,as with any other
new system products,pioneers should bewareofglib
promises about the introduction of new features.

Webelieve that oneparticular approach to implemen-
ting multifunction products will offer considerable
advantages to most organisations. This approachis
based on personal computer terminals linked together

 Figure 18 Choice of multifunction products

 
a Opportunities for using multifunction products Appropriate type of multifunction product*
 

a) Extensionsto existing data processing systems (clerks,
professionals and support staff).

4. Multifunction data and text terminals.
2. Communicating personal computers.
 

b) Specific new applications for individual users 4. Communicating personal computers evolving to
multiple terminal systems based onlocal area networks.
 

c) Very specific applications for groups of users fulfilling
a particular business function.

4. Multi-terminal systems with personal computers or
specially designed multifunction terminals connected via a
local area network
2. Minicomputer systems with both intelligent and
unintelligent terminals.
 

d) General purposeoffice utilities for one or more
departments  1. As for c) above.  2. Display-phones.**
 
*The approachesarelisted in the orderin which we expect them to be preferred.
**Display-phones do not offer the full range of functions that will be required by some users
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CHAPTER 6 KEY ISSUES FOR POTENTIAL USERS OF MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCTS

by a local area network. It has several advantages:

♥Theterminals and software are relatively inexpen-
sive.

♥ Expensive devices can easily be shared betweenusers.
♥The system does not require a largeinitial invest-ment in central resources.
♥Users have more autonomy in using the systemthanif they were dependent on a shared minicom-

puter or mainframe computer.

This approach has been used quite successfully bymany organisations (the experience of company D,
described on page 23 is a casein point). There is
a danger, however,that userswill install different per-
sonal computers anddifferent local area networks.This piecemeal approach presents two mainproblems:

♥ Incompatibility between the different terminals andnetworks.
♥ Difficulties in providing in-house user support fora variety of hardware and software products.

These problems have been discussed in earlier Foun-dation reports (particularly Foundation Report No. 29♥ Implementing Office Systems and No. 34 ♥
Strategic SystemsPlanning). Each organisation needsto develop a coherent approach to the use of multi-function products within its overall strategy for officeautomation. Sucha strategy should contain guidelinesfor a communications infrastructure and for systems
development support.
A feature of our preferred approachis the low prioritygiven to the useof sophisticated multifunction work-Stations of the Xerox Star or Apple Lisa type. Wefeel
that the suppliers have placed undue emphasis on
perfecting the ergonomic design of the user interface,
at the sametimefailing to understand why a user
should want sucha terminal, or how the high pricecan be justified. Human beings are very adaptable
when they really want to use something and the
critical successfactor is to stimulate that desire. In
particular, the emphasis on devices such as the
mouse, designed to minimise the use of keyboards,
seems misguided. Serious terminal users need to
input text or data, which can at present most con-
veniently be done on a keyboard. Users can equally
well use the keyboard with appropriate function keys
to control and selectthefacilities they need. We do
not suggest that ergonomicsare unimportant, but we
believe that the ergonomic design is a secondary con-
sideration from the point of view of multifunction ter-
minal users. The main consideration is whatthe termi-
nal helps the user to do.
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THE COMMUNICATION NETWORK
The use of multifunction terminals to support a high
proportionof office staff will require considerable flex-
ibility in adding and moving terminals. In future,
organisations may need as muchflexibility as is cur-
rently expected from their internal telephone
networks.

Also, multifunction products will communicate usingdifferent types of network ♥ in-house private data
networks, externaltelex, teletex, telephone networks
and so forth. Eventually, many organisations willintegrate voice, data and imagetraffic on the same
network. These requirements place stringentdemandson those planning the structure of future
corporate networks. Difficulties in predicting the levels
of multifunction product use makethis job even moredifficult. Nevertheless, some organisations haveattempted to plan their communication facilities ♥evenif only in broad outline ♥ for ten or 15 yearsahead. In doing this they have tried to avoid costlynetwork replacements as additional communication
facilities are introduced.

Standardisation
In an ideal world, the environment would includerecognised standards for communications betweenall the various terminal and processing devices; stan-dards would also exist for operating systems and forbasic aspects of application systems. For example,recognised standards would define the content andStructure of documents (image, graphics, data andtext). This would simplify the exchange of documentsbetweenvariousoffice systems. A recognised stan-dard for defining user commands would greatlyreduce the need for training and re-training staff.Thesefactors will become increasingly important asmultifunction products spread and begin to tackle agreater proportion of office work. It will be many yearsbefore universal standards are agreed forall layersof the OSI reference model. Indeed, this may neverhappen. Somestandards, however, are much closerto definition. For example, CCITT is working to defineteletex standards for documents incorporating imageinformation. And someoffice system suppliers are en-couraging recognition of their own products as in-dustry standards. IBM for example, has defined aDocumentContentArchitecture (DCA) and DocumentInterchange Architecture (DIA) which is used withinDISOSSand associated products.
At present, potential users of multifunction productscan only select the productsthat are bestsuited totheir requirements, and adopt these products asinternal standards. (External standards are oftenincidental to the selection process.) In some organisa-tions it may be possible for a central managementservices group to enforce suchinternal standards,but
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many organisations will only be able to encourage
their use. Some managementservices groups that we
interviewed provide internal support only for those
products that they recommend.(This approach also
encourages compatibility between systems usedin
different areas.)

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT

Oneof our main conclusions on the use of multifunc-
tion products is that, to be successful, they need to
address specific user requirements rather than just
provide a set of general purpose office tools. This con-
clusion implies that each productwill need a certain
amount of adaptation to meetindividual user needs.
Webelieve that this adaptation effort will amount to
much lessthanthe effort traditionally spent on devel-
oping data processing applications. Mostof the appli-
cation software used on multifunction products will
be based on packageswith optional modules that can

TheBut
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easily be adaptedto suit individual users. Some end
userswill have (or will develop) the skills to customise
their own systems. Many others will require technical
support from managementservicesstaff.
Managementservicesstaff will have to provide inter-
faces between multifunction systems and existing
data processing systems ♥ for example, to give
users access to the organisation☂s main data files
while providing appropriate security. The othersignifi-
cant role for managementservicesin this contextwill
be in the education and training of end users. Several
of the organisations we talked to emphasised the
extentof the training required in termsof both inten-
sity and duration. We believe that managementser-
vices groups have significant role to play in pro-
viding the right environment for making the best use
of multifunction products. Considerable thought and
care is required in planning future communication net-
works,in selecting appropriate standards for equip-
ment and software, and in creating an internal sup-
port function for implementing multifunction products
and training the users.
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CONCLUSION

Althoughthe original purpose of this report was toresearch the use of multifunction workstations, wehave found it necessaryin addition to consider otherapproaches to multifunctionality. Multifunction pro-ducts may provide processing power and storageina self-contained workstation; at remote processorsand discs accessedby unintelligent terminals; or bysome combination of these two methods. In other
words, sophisticated multifunction workstations are
at one extreme of a spectrum of products that canprovide multifunctionality.

GROWTHIN THE USE OF MULTIFUNCTIONTERMINALS
In the past, three major factors have inhibited the use
of multifunction products:
♥Thehigh cost per user.
♥ Difficulties in identifying and demonstrating tan-gible benefits.
♥ Userresistance to productsthat did not meettheir

perceived needs.
Although these inhibiting factors arestill evident to-day, the benefits of using multifunction products areslowly being recognised. Multifunction installationsoften result from the need to provide additional func-tions to existing users of data or text terminals. Intheseinstallations, the numberof functions requiredis usually limited, and functions are often relativelyunsophisticated. Many users of personal microcom-puters are also beginning to recognise the need formultifunction facilities. (For instance, accountantswhohave used personal microcomputers for applica-tions such as financial planning are now requesting
access to corporate data files and text editing
facilities.)
A low price-per-useris an important prerequisite to
the widespread use of multifunction products. The
more costly products will be used only where they
fulfil a clearly defined, specialised application (such
as computer aided design). Sophisticated products
that integrate different communications media (such
as data, text and speech)will not be widely used until
pricesfall considerably from their present high levels.
Unfortunately, most suppliers of self-contained multi-
function workstations have concentrated on the ergo-
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nomic aspects of terminal design rather than con-sidering the purposes for which multifunction ter-
minals are really required. Although good ergonomic
design of hardware,and (particularly) of software,is
important, these are not the critical factors in gain-ing user acceptance. Humanbeingsarehighly adapt-able. They will tolerate imperfect ergonomic design
if the equipment meets a real need.

JUSTIFICATION OF MULTIFUNCTIONPRODUCTS
The benefits from using multifunction products aremost easily demonstrated wherethealternative is touse several single-function devices.In this situation,cost and convenience comparisons can easily bemade.Thejustification for multifunction productsismoredifficult where the alternative is to use manualsystems, or to use a single-function terminalto per-form one important task only.
The current high prices of many multifunction pro-ductswill fall considerably as competition from cheappersonal microcomputersincreases. User (and sup-plier) understanding of multifunction applicationswillalso increase over the next few years. Both these fac-tors suggestthat a cautious approach to the use ofmultifunction products is advisable. Organisationsshould carefully examine potential and existingsystem applications to see where a useful multifunc-tion capability could be provided at marginal cost.
The best way to provide multifunctionality to particularusers will depend on the scale and mix of user needs,and on the organisation's existing equipment. Pro-ducts should be chosen to meetreal user needsatan economic price, while avoiding high-risk invest-ments and maintaining the flexibility to meet futurechangesin products and requirements.
In many cases, communicating terminals based onthe powerful 16-bit microcomputers now appearingon the market, together with relevant softwarewill bean appropriate starting point.
Although most users of multifunction products mayinitially communicate only with in-house computers,more widespread communication (such aselectronicmessaging)will becomeattractive as the numberofterminal users increases. Local area networks willprovide aneffective basis for meeting this widespread
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communication requirement. Conventional minicom-
puter and mainframe computer communicationnet-
works will be less attractive options in most cases.
Voice and data switching PABXsoffer a suitable alter-
native to local area networks where the main use of
multifunction terminals is to access shared computers
(mainframes or minicomputers). But the PABX
approach will be less attractive if the applications
involve accessto shared local resources such as disc
files or printers.
The use of personal computersas the basis of multi-
function office systems does, however, have some
inherentdifficulties, including variable software quality
and supplier support. Also, since there are few effec-
tive communication standards, organisations will have
to establish their own internal standardsif they are
to avoid a proliferation of incompatible microcom-
puters. Both potential users and management ser-
vices staff should be involvedin selection and installa-
tion. Otherwise organisations may fail to achieve
many of the potential benefits of multifunction
products.

These benefits will be illusive unless an organisation
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CONCLUSION

clearly defines its objectives and sets a framework
in which these objectives may be achieved. In other
words, the installation of multifunction products
should be considered as part of an overall strategic
office automation plan. This plan should include provi-
sions for any necessary infrastructures, including
communications networks and shared resources
such as electronic mail servers.
Manyorganisations are wasting time and money on
poorly conceivedtrials of multifunction products.
Thesetrials often fail and, consequently, retard fur-
ther installations that could produce real benefits.
Multifunction applications should be treated in the
same way as data processing applications. Each
application should have well-defined objectives
against which performance can be measured. Speci-
fic applications, rather than general-purpose applica-
tions, should be installed in early trials.
Weforesee a gradual introduction of multifunction
products over the next two to three years. This pro-
cesswill gain momentum as user experienceis built
up. We hopethatthis report will help organisations
to generate that momentum in an effective way.
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GLOSSARY

Bit plane (bit map)

CCITT

Database

Dot matrix

Download

Frame
ISDN

LAN
Mail box

OSI reference model
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OF TERMS

A technique for displaying information
where eachpicture element of the frame
is defined in the terminal memory.
Comité Consultatif International de
Télégraphique et Téléphonique, the con-
sultative committee of the International
Telecommunications Union that estab-
lishes technical and operating standards
and tariff guidelines for international
networks.
A collection of data held in a machine-
readable form, typically on magnetic discs.
Usedto define a shape asa seriesof dots
arranged in a grid (matrix).
To transmit information (especially soft-
ware) downthe line from a central store
to a terminal.
A screenful of information.
Integrated Services Digital Network,
providing digital end-user services on the
telephone networks.
Local area network.
Electronic message service based on the
storage of messages for subsequent
retrieval by recipients.
The International Standards Organisation's
7 layer modelof open system interworking.

PABX
Packet

Packet-switching

Pixel

Protocol

Raster scan lines

Resolution

Store-and-forward

Voice message
(Voicegram)

WAN

X.nn

Private automatic branch exchange.

An addressed data unit of convenientsize
for transmission through a network.

A technique for transmitting data packets
through a network.

Abbreviation for picture element, from
whichpictures are created on the screen.

The rules governing how two pieces of
equipment communicate with one another.
Asetof television type scanlines defining
the picture.

For a display terminal, the numberofpixels
into which the display can be resolved.
Term applied to terminal-to-terminal elec-
tronic mail systemsinvolving intermediate
messagestorage.

A digital voice message capable of being
stored electronically.

Wide area network (as opposed to local
area network).

CCITT☂s reference numbersfor different
types of digital networkinterfaces.
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